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The Making
of a Knockout

A Bold Vision
With Nobel Prize in hand,
Mario Capecchi is planning his next 20 years
of venturous experiments.
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Elliott Golden

Stuffed with malaria parasites, this red blood cell is ready to
burst at the seams. But when it spews out its contents, that won’t
be the end of the proliferating Plasmodium falciparum parasites.
The parasites, outlined in red ﬂuorescence, will go on to invade
other blood cells. Once inside, each parasite will copy itself
into as many as 36 daughter parasites, ﬁlling the blood cell and
eventually busting it open and moving on again, in a diseasecausing cycle that scientists are aiming to interrupt.

Chris Tonkin and Mark Wickham
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A Common Thread
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 " Cold Nights and Hot Chocolate
# An Absorbing Mascot
$  Bright Ideas from Down Below
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From Sperm to Stem Cells
  Fighting Malaria on His Home Turf
  AIDS: No Time for Complacency
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Michael W. Salter
" Charles V. Shank
"  Q&A – What was the last concert you attended?
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"" Bedside Inspiration
"% Barshefsky Elected to HHMI Board of Trustees



"% HHMI Launches Public-Access Publishing Policy
"& Legions of Hijackers
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"' Tick-Tock Goes a Bacterial Clock
# From Marshmallows to Missiles
#  How can the “tip-of-the-tongue” phenomenon be explained?
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#  Bringing Down Cancer’s House of Cards
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#" News of recent awards and other notable achievements
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The Joy of Everyday Science
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Guided By His
Inner Compass

Parsing Peroxisomes

Wit & Wisdom

Studying the form and
function of this cellular
sac of enzymes is leading
to insights on disease—
and a clearer picture of
how cells achieve their
compartmental design.

One researcher’s approach
to science and service has
a lasting impact on many.

Reaching Across
the Divide

Nobel laureate Mario
Capecchi has the
confidence to march to
his own drummer and
the patience to focus on
the long view.

A Georgetown University
program goes the extra mile to
bring underserved middle
schoolers through to college—
and beyond.
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A Common Thread

Bruce Weller

A M O T H E R A N D C H I L D F L E E P O S T WA R I TA LY, A R R I V I N G I N

Pennsylvania to a home steeped in science where the child ﬁnds
stability and inspiration. A California teenager socks away money
earned mowing lawns to buy a microscope from a local pawnshop.
Students from a poverty-ridden Washington, D.C., neighborhood
sacriﬁce their weekends and travel across town to an elite university
to study math and science. A physicist tackles biology and, at an age
when others might be slowing down, launches himself into a new
realm of scientiﬁc experiences.
These stories involve some individuals who have achieved great
acclaim and others whose life stories are still being written. Yet they
share a common thread: the power of passionate interest and the
drive to understand the world, the animate and the inanimate. And
whether it’s through careful planning or happy accident—we’re all
for serendipity here at HHMI—there are many paths by which scientists ﬁnd their calling and retain a sense of curiosity about the world,
as sampled in this HHMI Bulletin.
We begin with Mario Capecchi, an HHMI investigator at the
University of Utah since 1988, who shared the 2007 Nobel Prize in
Physiology or Medicine with Martin Evans of Cardiff University and
Oliver Smithies of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
Together, these scientists made groundbreaking discoveries that led to
the development of genetic tools widely used to determine the function of mammalian genes.
For Capecchi—whose early years were marked by great privation—scientiﬁc research is all about fun. In an interview for the Nobel
Foundation, he likens his experiments to hunting among puzzle
pieces for ones that ﬁt together. Capecchi credits his uncle, physicist
Edward Ramburg, for creating an environment that prompted his
interest in research.
Science found Randy Schekman at an early age—or perhaps
it was the other way around. For 16 years an HHMI investigator at
the University of California, Berkeley, Schekman became a dedicated experimentalist in the 8th grade—no doubt to the dismay of
his mother, who tolerated containers of pond scum in his makeshift
bedroom laboratory.
Such early experiences can be pivotal. My father—who might
be described as a physicist trapped in a physician’s career—injected
science and a scientific point of view into virtually every family
activity. At the age of 9, I was focused on minerals and fossils, and by
the time I hit junior high, I was knocking on doors of geology professors at the University of Iowa asking questions about crystal structures
and meteorites. Happily, they opened their doors.
And that brings me to the Ronald H. Brown Middle School
students in Washington, D.C., who participate in an HHMI-funded
program at Georgetown University called the Institute for College
Preparation. These motivated students spend six years of weekends
and summers taking classes in math, science, language, and other
subjects. Leaders Tom Bullock and Charlene Brown-McKenzie

“Those are the connections—real
and metaphorical, intellectual
and experimental—that HHMI
seeks to create and nurture. It’s
the serious fun of enabling great
teaching and great science.

”
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provide a family atmosphere—and as a healthy dose of fun—but they
have a serious goal in mind: college, perhaps graduate school.
Since the mid-1990s, three groups of students have stuck with it,
graduated from high school, and gone on to college—101 students,
to be precise. In an area where nearly 30 percent of adults lack a high
school diploma, that’s a signal achievement. But what’s even more
compelling about the Georgetown program—which will now expand,
thanks to a major gift—is that it enables students to ﬁnd their voices.
Listen to LaToya Walker, a college math major who completed the
program in 2005: “I’m good at math. I kind of always knew what
I wanted to be. But Mr. Bullock and Dr. Fleming [a Georgetown
instructor] helped me realize that I wanted to be it more.” If Walker
succeeds in becoming a math teacher, as she hopes, chances are she
will do the same for her own students.
That experience—of loving a subject and wanting to spend your
time thinking about it—connects LaToya Walker with a scientist she
may never meet, Charles Shank. A veteran of the fabled Bell Labs
and former director of the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory,
Shank is now a senior fellow at the Janelia Farm Research Campus,
where new challenges overlapping neuroscience and applied physics
have him feeling like an eager graduate student.
Those are the connections—real and metaphorical, intellectual
and experimental—that HHMI seeks to create and nurture. It’s the
serious fun of enabling great teaching and great science.
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“Last year we had 43 different
people skating during the season.
My goal is to get 70 or 80.
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eObS`b]R`W^]cbO\RT`SShST]`[W\UO
\Sea[]]bVac`TOQS
@SORgT]`bVS\SfbROg¸aQ`]eR]T
TO[WZgO\RT`WS\RaeVWhhW\UOQ`]aabVS
WQS´]`bOYW\UbVSW`¿`ababS^aO\Ra^WZZa
4]`@OZ^V7aPS`UQ`SObW\UOPOQYgO`R
aYObW\U`W\YWaOZOP]`]TZ]dS
´@WQVO`RAOZbca

Illustration: Peter Arkle Photo: Jeremy Broadhead

Cold Nights
and Hot
Chocolate

An Absorbing Mascot

Double Image Studio

A][SPW]Z]UWaba[WUVbPSbOYW\UQO`b]]\QVO`OQbS`aOZWbbZS
b]]aS`W]caZg4]`W\abO\QSA^]\US0]PA_cO`S>O\bab]]Y
bVSVSObObO`SQS\bW\bS`\ObW]\OZ[SSbW\UT]`[WaW\T]`[W\U
^S]^ZSOP]cb[O`W\Sa^]\USaGSbObZSOab]\SPW]Z]UWab
bSO[ObbVSC\WdS`aWbg]T@WQV[]\RO^^`SQWObSabVSUO^
b]]bVSRQ`SObc`SO\RcaSaWbb]bVSW`ORdO\bOUS
;OZQ]Z[6WZZO\RVWaeWTSO\RQ]ZZSOUcS/^`WZ6WZZP]bV
66;7c\RS`U`ORcObS^`]U`O[U`O\bSSa`SZg]\[O`W\S
a^]\USaOaO`SaSO`QVb]]ZBVSgdWSebVST`WS\RZga^]\US
eV]ZWdSaW\O^W\SO^^ZSc\RS`bVSaSOOaOVO`[ZSaaWT
TO`TSbQVSR`S^`SaS\bObW]\bVObVSZ^aS\UOUSabcRS\ba
µ0ST]`SA^]\US0]PPSQO[SOQcZbQZOaaWQbVSQVO`OQbS`
eOaOTOd]`WbSO[]\U]c`abcRS\ba¶aOga/^`WZ6WZZORSdSZ]^
[S\bOZUS\SbWQWabeV]abcRWSaa^]\USab]c\RS`abO\ReVOb
2</Vc[O\aVOdSW\Q][[]\eWbVbVSaS^`W[WbWdSO\W[OZa
µ1S`bOW\ZgbVSg¸dSbOYS\O`bWabWQZWQS\aS¶aOga;OZQ]Z[
6WZZ]TbVSQO`b]]\¸aQ`SOb]`a7\TOQbA^]\US0]PWabVS
P`OW\QVWZR]TOT]`[S`[O`W\SPW]Z]UWabeV]aS^`]RcQbW]\
Q][^O\gWaO^bZgW\Q]`^]`ObSROaC\WbSR>ZO\Yb]\>WQbc`Sa
7Tg]ceObQVS\]cUV]TbVS<WQYSZ]RS]\QO`b]]\´eVWQV
bVS6WZZa^O`S\ba]TbV`SSOR[WbbVSgVOdS´g]cQO\RSbSQb
`STS`S\QSab][O`W\SPW]Z]UgAbWZZ/^`WZ6WZZWa_cWQYb]^]W\b
]cbµC\ZWYSA^]\US0]P`SOZa^]\USaR]\¸bVOdSZSUaSgSa
]`O\S`d]caagabS[¶

=\S_cSabW]\VS`Qc``S\b`SaSO`QVaSSYab]O\aeS`VOa
b]R]eWbVOaSb]TUS\Sa´^`SaS\bW\Vc[O\a[WQSO\R
SdS\T`cWbÀWSa´bVObZSORab]SgST]`[ObW]\µA^]\USaOZa]
VOdSOdS`aW]\]TbVSUS\S¶aVSSf^ZOW\aµ/\RgSbbVSg
R]\¸bVOdSSgSaeVWQVPSUabVS_cSabW]\(eVObWabVSTc\QbW]\
]TbVObUS\SW\a^]\USa-¶
/^`WZQ`SRWba;OZQ]Z[O\Sd]ZcbW]\O`gSQ]Z]UWabeWbV
µ`SQ`cWbW\U¶VS`b]caSa^]\USa´Q]\aWRS`SROQ][[]\
O\QSab]`]TOZZO\W[OZa´OaO[]RSZ[]`SbVO\ORSQORS
OU]7\VWaZOP;OZQ]Z[abcRWSaV]ea^]\USaRSTS\RbVS[
aSZdSaOUOW\ab^`SROb]`aµA^]\USa^`]RcQSOZ]b]T\Oabg
QVS[WQOZaOaR]POQbS`WOZWdW\UW\bVSa^]\US¶VSaOga
µBVWaWa]TW\bS`Sabb]^VO`[OQScbWQOZQ][^O\WSaeVWQV
^]bS\bWOZZgQ]cZR^`]RcQSO^O`bWQcZO`R`cUT]``SZObWdSZg
ZWbbZS[]\SgWTbVSgT]c\ROeOgb]U`]ebVSag[PW]\babVOb
`SacZbW\bVSaSQ][^]c\Ra¶
BVS6WZZaa^`SORbVSe]`ROP]cba^]\USaPg[S\b]`W\U
c\RS`U`ORcObSaQWS\bWaba0ST]`SVS`T`SaV[O\gSO`1`gabOZ
@WQVO`Ra]\'eOa]\S]T\W\SabcRS\baQV]aS\b]PSO\
66;7`SaSO`QVW\bS`\@WQVO`Ra]\aVOR]eSR/^`WZ6WZZT]`
OgSO`ZSO`\W\UbSQV\W_cSaO\RbVS\a^S\bbVSac[[S`
Q]\RcQbW\U`SaSO`QVµ4]`[SbVS_cSabW]\]T·V]eRWR
eSPSQ][SeVObeSO`Sb]ROg-¸eOa[]abW\bS`SabW\U¶
aOga@WQVO`Ra]\
9Og6]ZabWS\ OaS\W]`PW]Z]Ug[OX]`
ac^^]`bSRPg66;7T]`be]ac[[S`aVOa
PSS\e]`YW\UeWbV/^`WZ6WZZaW\QSVS`
T`SaV[O\gSO`AVST]c\RbVSaS\aS]T
aQWS\bW¿QQ][[c\WbgT]abS`SRPgbVS
VcaPO\ReWTS`SaSO`QVbSO[b]PSOa
W\TSQbW]caOabVSW`Z]dS]Ta^]\USa
µE]`YW\UW\bVSZOPaV]eSR[SV]e
aVO`W\UWRSOaO\RVSZ^W\USOQV]bVS`eWbV
Sf^S`W[S\baWaQ`WbWQOZb]R]W\U`SaSO`QV¶
6]ZabWS\aOgaµ7¸ZZbOYSbVObTSSZW\U]T
Q][[c\WbgeWbV[SeVS`SdS`7S\Rc^¶
EVOb¸a\]bQZSO`V]eSdS`WaeVSbVS`aVS¸ZZ
bOYSOZZ]TbVSA^]\US0]P^O`O^VS`\OZWO
aVS¸aOQQc[cZObSR]dS`bVS^OabT]c`gSO`a
W\QZcRW\UQc^a^OXO[O^O\ba^S\aOb]eSZ
O\R]TQ]c`aSOQ]ZZSQbW]\]TA^]\US0]P
a^]\USa´:W\RaOg;]`O\

A^]\US0]P¸a^]^cZO`WbgOaWRS/^`WZO\R;OZQ]Z[6WZZaOgbVOba^]\USaO`SObb`OQbW\U
ObbS\bW]\OaO^]bS\bWOZa]c`QS]TO\bWQO\QS`R`cUaT]`bVSQZcSabVSg]TTS`]\
Vc[O\Sd]ZcbW]\O\RT]`bVS`]ZSabVSg^ZOgW\bVSSQ]Z]Ug]T[O`W\SagabS[a

“Before SpongeBob
became a cult classic, the
character was a favorite
among our students.
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Bright Ideas from Down Below
7babO`bSR]cbZWYSO\g]bVS`aV]^^W\U
b`W^AS`USg:cYgO\]deOaW\VWaZ]QOZ
^Sbab]`SPcgW\Uac^^ZWSaT]`VWaT]c`
T`SaVeObS`O\RaOZbeObS`O_cO`Wc[a
eVS\VSaOeO`O`S^`WhS(OP`WUVb`SR
PcPPZSbW^O\S[]\S
 ;]abQcab][S`ae]cZRVOdS
O^^`SQWObSRbVSO\S[]\ST]`Wba]cbS`
PSOcbgPcb:cYgO\]dOPW]]`UO\WQ
QVS[WabeOa[]`SW\bS`SabSRW\eVOb
WbVSZRW\aWRS
 µ/UcbTSSZW\Ub]ZR[SbVObbVWa
O\W[OZ[cabQ]\bOW\OPSOcbWTcZ`SR
Àc]`SaQS\b^`]bSW\¶aOga:cYgO\]d
O\66;7W\bS`\ObW]\OZ`SaSO`QVaQV]ZO`
ObbVSAVS[gOYW\=dQVW\\WY]d
7\abWbcbS]T0W]]`UO\WQ1VS[Wab`gW\
;]aQ]e@caaWO
 7\bVSZOPaQWS\bWabacaSbVSaS
Àc]`SaQS\bÀO`SaOaPW]Z]UWQOZVWUV
ZWUVbS`aT]`dWacOZWhW\U^`]bSW\a]`
US\SaeWbVW\OQSZZ]`]`UO\Wa[BVS
¿`abÀc]`SaQS\b^`]bSW\caSRW\
`SaSO`QVU`SS\Àc]`SaQS\b^`]bSW\
QO[ST`][bVSQ`gabOZXSZZgXSZZg¿aV
=bVS`^`]bSW\aVOdSQ][ST`][
O_cObWQO\W[OZaacQVOabVS[caV
`]][aVO^SRaSO^O\ageVWQVUZ]ea
U`SS\]`PZcSeVS\RWabc`PSR
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 7\bVSZObS''a:cYgO\]d
RWaQ]dS`SRbVS¿`abaSb]TQ]`OZÀc]
`SaQS\b^`]bSW\aORRW\UgSZZ]eO\R
`SRb]bVSQ]Z]``O\US66;7W\dSabW
UOb]`@]US`BaWS\]TbVSC\WdS`aWbg]T
1OZWT]`\WOAO\2WSU]Tc`bVS`[]RW
¿SR:cYgO\]d¸a`SRÀc]`SaQS\b
^`]bSW\b]`SRcQSWbabS\RS\Qgb]
OUU`SUObSO\RVSQ`SObSR[]`S
Q]Z]`aW\bVS`SR`O\US
 6]eSdS`:cYgO\]deO\bSRO
P`WUVbS`RSS^`SRVcS4]`bVWaQ]Z]`
VWa`SaSO`QVbSO[Q`cWaSRbVSaSOa´
T`][bVS;SRWbS``O\SO\O\R@SRASO
b]bVS5cZT]T;SfWQ]6ORVST]c\RVWa
b`SOac`SQZ]aS`b]V][SW\O;]aQ]e
^Sbab]`S ;OgPS;OgPS\]bBVSO\S[]\S
eOa^`][WaSRb]O\]bVS`Qcab][S`
C\RSbS``SR:cYgO\]dVOUUZSRT]`be]

V]c`aeWbVbVSab]`SS[^Z]gSSeV]
SdS\bcOZZgeS\bb]bVS[O\OUS`EVS\
bVS[O\OUS``SQ]U\WhSR:cYgO\]dOa
O`SUcZO`Qcab][S`VS`SZS\bSRO\RZSb
VW[PcgbVSO\S[]\S
 0OQYW\bVSZOP]`Ob]`g:cYgO\]d
O\RVWabSO[Wa]ZObSRbVS`SR^`]bSW\
T`][bVSO\S[]\SO\RQ`SObSRO\
S\VO\QSRdS`aW]\QOZZSRbc`P]`SR
Àc]`SaQS\b^`]bSW\Bc`P]@4>7bZWb
c^P`WUVbS`O\RTOabS`bVO\OZZ]bVS`
^`]bSW\abVSgVORQ`SObSRa]TO`BVSg
RS`WdSRaSdS`OZacPbg^Sa]TbVS
^`]bSW\OaeSZZOZZPSO`W\URWTTS`S\b
RSS^`SRb]\Sa
:cYgO\]d¸a^]abR]Q3YObS`W\O
;S`hZgOYeV]e]`YSR]\bVSab`S\
c]ca$[]\bV^`]XSQbbVObW\d]ZdSR
Wa]ZObW\UaS_cS\QW\UO\R[]RWTgW\U
bVS^`]bSW\`SQSWdSRbVSV]\]`]T
^cbbW\UVS`\O[S]\]\SacPbg^S
BVSgRcPPSRWb9ObcaVYOO@caaWO\
QVWZR\WQY\O[ST]`µ9ObS¶
 EWbVOeV]ZS`OW\P]e]TQ]Z]`a
\]eOdOWZOPZS:cYgO\]dQ]\QSRSaµ7
bVW\YeSQO\ab]^aSO`QVW\UW\\Se
O\W[OZa¶
 /aT]`bVSTObS]TbVS^Sbab]`S
O\S[]\S´]\Zg^O`b]T]\SbS\bOQZS
eOa\SSRSRb]Sfb`OQbbVS^`]bSW\BVS
O\W[OZQc``S\bZg`SaWRSaW\]\S]T
:cYgO\]d¸aO_cO`Wc[aObV][SeWbV
]bVS`O\S[]\SaQ]`OZ^]Zg^aO\R
aSdS`OZ[O`W\S¿aV
´8OQ_cSZW\S@cbbW[O\\

“A gut feeling told me that this
animal must contain a beautiful
protein.

”
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Adult stem cells derived from mouse testes appear to match
the capabilities of embryonic stem cells.
  4WUVbW\U;OZO`WO]\6Wa6][SBc`T

With a mix of lab studies and field trials, this scientist and
his research partner are stopping the malaria parasite from
disarming the immune system.
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Teenagers learn that HIV infection is still a virtual death
sentence in most of the world, and that it is up to their
generation to help keep up the fight.

Two infectious diseases: malaria and AIDS. Both
can be breathtaking in their lethality—especially in
developing countries. One is caused by a parasite,
the other a virus. Both outsmart the immune system.
Two groups of HHMI-supported scientists travel
between their sophisticated laboratories and some
of the world’s hardest-hit communities to learn how
to reeducate the immune system to do its job and
stop these invaders. At the 2007 HHMI Holiday
Lectures on Science, the HIV researchers, together
with health care workers and patient advocates,
described the challenges, hoping to enlist high school
students to ﬁght one of today’s toughest scourges.
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From Sperm to Stem Cells
Adult stem cells derived from mouse testes appear to
match the capabilities of embryonic stem cells.
WHEN SHAHIN RAFII WAS A TEENAGER IN TEHRAN, IRAN, EAGER TO CONTINUE

the family tradition of becoming a physician-scientist, the country and
its universities were in turmoil that culminated in the Iranian revolution
of 1977. ¶ “It wasn’t just the American hostages,” Raﬁi says about that
difﬁcult time. A cousin was arrested and executed. The family feared a
knock on the door. It was a difﬁcult time to get an education, yet Raﬁi

Mark Mahaney

had already become fascinated by tumor
biology and the possibility of regenerative
medicine. His brother, Shahrokh Rafii, a
cardiologist in the United States, urged Raﬁi
to join him and to apply to medical school.
It felt like a big risk, but the dangers at home
were greater. Raﬁi left just before the revolution began. Eventually he earned his M.D.
from Albert Einstein College of Medicine.
Now an HHMI investigator at Weill
Cornell College of Medicine in New York,
Raﬁi’s fascination with tumorigenesis has
paid off in unexpected ways, thanks to an
astute observation he made about a particularly unusual type of tumor.
In the September 20, 2007, issue of Nature,
Raﬁi and his collaborators described how cells
from the testes of adult male mice can be turned
into stem cells. Moreover, the researchers
demonstrated that these reprogrammed spermcell precursors (spermatogonia) in living mice
could develop into working blood-vessel
tissue as well as contractile cardiac tissue, brain
cells, and a host of other cell types. If they can
do the same in humans, the stem cells could
potentially be used to develop treatments for
men with heart and blood vessel diseases,
Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, stroke,
diabetes, and even cancer.

These ﬁndings have been a decade in the
works, beginning when Raﬁi was a fellow in
hematology and oncology at Weill Cornell.
There, he became intrigued by teratomas—
bizarre, but curable, tumors that develop
primarily in the testes and ovaries. They
resemble disorganized embryos with many
kinds of cells—skin cells, heart cells, brain
cells—and even teeth. The curious composition suggested to him that the testes might be
a reprogrammable source of adult stem cells
for treating patients.
Adult stem cells are self-renewing and can
in principle be redirected to become multipotent—able to differentiate into, among other
things, organ-speciﬁc tissues, such as cardiac
cells and blood vessels, that are essential for
organ regeneration. Researchers typically turn
to bone marrow and sometimes to the heart or
brain for adult stem cells. But these cells are
rarer than diamonds. “I would probably have
to remove the majority of a patient’s bone
marrow to get enough stem cells to eventually regenerate just a small piece of the heart,”
says Raﬁi. In addition, the technology to grow
enough adult stem cells to use in regenerating
human organs simply doesn’t exist.
Instead, Raﬁi and his team turned to spermatogonial progenitor stem cells in the testes.

“I would probably have to remove the majority
of a patient’s bone marrow to get enough stem
cells to eventually regenerate just a small piece
of the heart.
A6/67<@/477

”

Usually, these cells make only sperm. But
Raﬁi’s experience with teratomas suggested
to him that maybe the cells could be directed
toward tissue repair or regeneration.
The researchers began with mice. “The
challenge was to isolate the spermatogonial stem cells and then to reprogram them
from making sperm only to making various
tissues,” Raﬁi says.
The cells were not easy to identify. But in
collaboration with researchers at Regeneron
Pharmaceuticals, the team discovered a
marker, called GPR125, on the surface of
spermatogonial stem cells. Next came ﬁnding
the right “feeder” cells to encourage the
growth, reproduction, and conversion from
spermatogonial stem cells to adult stem cells.
Marco Seandel, a senior postdoctoral fellow in
Raﬁi’s laboratory and ﬁrst author of the Nature
paper, developed unique feeder cells from
adult mouse testicular stroma cells (a type of
connective tissue cell that supports the proliferation and differentiation of stem cells).
Something about the culture medium
with the new type of feeder cells made it
work. The challenge now, says Raﬁi, is “to
identify the switch and ﬁnd out how to turn it
on. We feel we are very close.”
The ultimate challenge will be to determine
whether the methods work with human spermatogonial stem cells. The team has already
begun studies with testes tissue from a human
organ donation program as well as tissue
isolated from monkeys. They have also begun
exploring whether a similar approach might
work in reprogramming putative stem cells
in ovaries, although that may be “a long shot,”
Raﬁi says, because similar stem and progenitor
cells are scarce and difﬁcult to biopsy.
Yet, he’s willing to make that gamble, he
says. As he has learned through his experiences in life and in the lab, taking chances
can pay off. . – J A N I C E H O P K I N S T A N N E
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Fighting Malaria on His Home Turf
With a mix of lab studies and field trials, this scientist and his research partner
are stopping the malaria parasite from disarming the immune system.

more than a passing interest. When he was a boy, his family lived on the
Paciﬁc island, where his father worked as a physician treating patients
with tropical diseases such as dengue fever, typhoid, and malaria. Schoﬁeld
says, “I got both metaphorically and literally exposed to some of those
infections. I have no doubt that it planted some seeds in my mind.”
Now at the Walter and Eliza Hall Institute
of Medical Research (WEHI) in Melbourne,
Australia, Schofield has merged his laboratory studies with field trials involving
children in Papua New Guinea to better
understand how molecules in mosquitoborne protozoa make malaria so difﬁcult for
the human immune system to ﬁght.
“Malaria causes more than a million fatalities every year, mainly in kids,” Schoﬁeld
says. “I believe strongly that inappropriately
regulated immunological reactions are
responsible for a lot of those fatalities. So the
thing is to identify the parasite molecules
that alter the immune response.”
Most recently, Schofield and Alan
Cowman, both HHMI international research

scholars at WEHI, found the molecule used
by Plasmodium falciparum—the protozoa
that causes the deadliest form of malaria—to
turn off the body’s immune response.
Typically, a protein known as interferongamma (INF-gamma) alerts white blood
cells when a pathogen enters the body. But
when P. falciparum protozoa infect a red
blood cell, they send a molecule called
PfEMP-1 to the surface of the cell. PfEMP-1
shuts down the INF-gamma alarm pathway.
In 2002, Schofield discovered how
another malaria parasite molecule called
GPI triggers an inﬂammatory response in
the body, sometimes with fatal side effects.
He and his team suspected that other parasite molecules also contributed to skewing

“Malaria causes more than
a million fatalities every year,
mainly in kids.

”
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the balance of the immune system. They set
their sights on PfEMP-1 because they knew
it mediates contact between parasites and
white blood cells.
To study the function of PfEMP-1 in
malaria infection, Schoﬁeld needed a parasite with an inactive form of the molecule to
compare its effects on the immune system
with those caused by unaltered protozoa.
Schofield collaborated with Cowman, a
parasite molecular biologist who had been
studying the biology of PfEMP-1, to design
his experiment.
PfEMP-1 had been difﬁcult to investigate
because every malaria parasite contains 50
to 60 slightly different alleles, or variants,
of the gene that encodes PfEMP-1. The
protozoa’s ability to switch these gene variants on and off allows it to escape detection
by the immune system.
Cowman could not knock out all 60 genes.
He did, however, engineer a P. falciparum
mutant that switched off all P f EMP-1
expression.
Schofield exposed isolated adult white
blood cells to unmodified, or wild-type,
protozoa, and to Cowman’s mutant P. falciparum. The mutant protozoa prompted a
normal inflammatory immune response
while the wild-type protozoa down-regulated
INF-gamma and remained undetected by
the host immune system. Schofield and

Paul Fetters

F O R L O U I S S C H O F I E L D, T H E M A L A R I A P R O B L E M I N PA P UA N E W G U I N E A I S

Science image: Ross Waller and Alan Cowman Photo: Czesia Markiewicz

Ac`TOQS^`]b`caW]\aQOZZSRY\]Pa]\>ZOa[]RWc[TOZQW^O`c[W\TSQbSR`SRPZ]]RQSZZaRWa^ZOgOUU`SUObSa
]T>T3;>O^`]bSW\bVObaVcbaR]e\^O`b]TbVSW[[c\SagabS[OZO`[^ObVeOgBVSa[]]bVO^^SO`O\QS
]TbVS`SRQSZZ]\bVS`WUVbWaRcSb]O[cbObW]\W\O\]bVS`^`]bSW\9/6@>`S_cW`SRT]`Y\]PT]`[ObW]\

Cowman published their results in the August
2007 issue of Cell Host and Microbe.
Next, Schofield intends to identify
PfEMP-1’s receptor in white blood cells.
Then he hopes to design a field study
that examines the response of white cells
to wild-type P. falciparum or Cowman’s
mutant protozoa in children with different
levels of susceptibility to disease. Schoﬁeld
will incorporate this study into his ongoing
program at the Papua New Guinea Institute
of Medical Research.
At the Institute, Schofield’s team
works both on hospital-based studies with
patients and on a longitudinal, population-based study with a group of children

in Papua New Guinea. The researchers
look at genetic variation within the group
to learn how it might affect the children’s
immune function and their risk of developing malaria.
Schoﬁeld has been studying malaria for
nearly three decades, since he was 21 years
old. He says that he’s kept his focus because
of malaria’s widespread impact. Although
there is practically no malaria in Australia,
the disease thrives in neighboring countries—
along with Papua New Guinea, it is epidemic
in Indonesia and East Timor. “That’s one of
the motivations,” adds Cowman, “It’s a big
problem. But also, scientiﬁcally it’s incredibly interesting.” . – S H E L L E Y D U B O I S

“That’s one of the
motivations. It’s
a big problem. But
also, scientifically
it’s incredibly
interesting.
/: /< 1=E ; /<
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AIDS: No Time for Complacency
Teenagers learn that HIV infection is still a virtual death sentence in most of
the world, and that it is up to their generation to help keep up the fight.
T H E Y E A R 2 0 0 7 WA S A R O L L E R C O A S T E R F O R T H E H I V / A I D S C O M M U N I T Y,

HIV -infected people worldwide by 7 million, and a new class of

anti-HIV drugs made it to market. At the same time, trials of a promising HIV vaccine ended early in a shocking
failure, and new surveys found that about 1
in 20 people in Washington, D.C., are
infected with HIV—the highest rate for any
city in the United States.
Worldwide, 33.2 million people are
infected with HIV. Sub-Saharan Africa has

been hardest hit by far, with 22.5 million
people infected.
It was against this backdrop that HHMI
investigator Bruce D. Walker and his
colleague Bisola O. Ojikutu delivered the
2007 Holiday Lectures on Science—“AIDS:
Evolution of an Epidemic”—at HHMI’s
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Chevy Chase, Maryland, headquarters. An
annual event, the lectures are presented to
high-school students from the Washington,
D.C., metropolitan area and to a live
Webcast audience.
In the United States and other developed countries, HIV infection has been
transformed from a death sentence to a
manageable chronic illness. But Walker and
Ojikutu, who split their time between the
Boston area and the KwaZulu-Natal province of South Africa, emphasized that HIV
remains devastating for over 70 percent of
the world’s HIV-infected people, who lack
access to the best treatments. The lecturers
noted that the combined efforts of scientists,
clinicians, and public-health professionals—
both present and future—will be needed to
successfully ﬁght this epidemic.
Ojikutu, director of the Office of
International Programs of the Division of
AIDS at Harvard Medical School, reviewed
the rapid scientific advances since the
discovery of HIV and development of an
HIV antibody test. Then she demonstrated
an HIV test by being tested herself along
with Zinhle Thabethe, training coordinator of i TEACH—an organization that
aims to improve HIV and tuberculosis
education and care at Edendale Hospital
in KwaZulu-Natal. Thabethe’s test was
positive, but “this is not new for me,” the
30-year-old told her audience. “When I
was 25 years old, I discovered I had HIV. I

All photos by Paul Fetters

with great strides and bitter disappointments in the ﬁght against
HIV. The United Nations dropped its estimate of the number of

was only a little bit older than you are now
when I was infected.”
Walker, who is director of the Partners
AIDS Research Center at the Massachusetts
General Hospital, explained in his lecture
how the virus attacks the immune system by
infecting CD4 cells, which ordinarily help
to keep invading disease organisms at bay.
Over time, HIV kills off enough CD4 cells
that viral levels rise and the HIV-positive
person becomes susceptible to opportunistic
infections such as tuberculosis.
Walker noted that some individuals—
about 1 in 300 infected people—have
immune systems that keep the virus at very
low, sometimes-undetectable levels. “They
seem to be living with HIV without it causing
disease,” he said. Walker’s research group is
working to discern the genetic makeup of
such individuals to get clues about new treatment approaches and vaccines.
In two discussion sessions following the
lectures, one focusing on HIV/AIDS research
opportunities outside the United States and
the other on patient advocacy, panelists
expressed concerns that the developed world

AbcRS\baZSO`\SROP]cbO_cWQY67DO\bWP]RgbSabO\R[cZbWR`cU`SUW[S\aT]`b`SObW\U
67D/72ARc`W\URS[]\ab`ObW]\aPg0`cQSEOZYS`O\R0Wa]ZO=XWYcbcTO``WUVb

has become complacent about the epidemic.
And they emphasized the need to ﬁght HIV
not only through scientiﬁc advances but also
by preventing HIV infection in the ﬁrst place.
This means educating people to make good
choices—whether being abstinent, using
safer-sex practices, or getting tested.
Panelist Phill Wilson, executive director
of the Black AIDS Institute, based in Los
Angeles, challenged the students to get
involved in the fight against HIV by
wearing T-shirts, provided by his organization, emblazoned with “Got AIDS?” on
the front and “How do you know?” on the
back. “To stop this epidemic,” he said, “you

“This is a tremendous problem we are
facing. And it’s your generation that is
going to be called upon to answer the many
[still-unanswered] questions.

”
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need to get informed, get tested, seek treatment or advocate for access to treatment,
and get involved.”
“This is a tremendous problem we are
facing,” added Walker. “And it’s your generation that is going to be called upon to answer
the many [still-unanswered] questions.”
Thabethe—one of the fortunate few in
KwaZulu-Natal to have had access to the
cocktail of drugs that virtually cleared the
AIDS wards in the developed world when
they were ﬁrst made available in 1996—sees
a silver lining to HIV because it has forced
tremendous advances in science worldwide
and in healthcare in her native South Africa.
For her own silver lining, HIV obliged her,
she said, to “redesign my life in a positive
way and do all the good that I can.” .
– LISA SEACHRIST CHIU

F O R M O R E I N F O R M A T I O N : The 2007 Holiday Lectures on
Science can be viewed at www.hhmi.org/biointeractive/lectures.
Free DVDs of the lectures, with resources for teachers added, will
be available through the HHMI catalog in spring 2008.
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Guided
By His Inner
Compass
Nobel laureate Mario Capecchi has the
conﬁdence to march to his own drummer and
the patience to focus on the long view.
photographs by r a m i n r a h i m i a n
illustrations by b r e t t r y d e r

The mouse looks ﬁne as Mario Capecchi holds it in his palm for
the TV crew to shoot. You’d never know the animal has a condition analogous to human obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD).
In fact, you’d be more likely to think that maybe Capecchi does.
As he describes the mouse’s obsessive grooming habits, he mimics
them for the camera, his hands doing half the explaining for him.
The TV crew, from an Italian network, was in the San
Francisco Bay area last fall ﬁlming a show on venture capital.
When the 2007 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine was
announced, they detoured to the University of Utah to interview
Italian-born Capecchi, an HHMI investigator who shared the
prize with Oliver Smithies (at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill) and Sir Martin Evans (at Cardiff University in the
United Kingdom) for developing techniques that enabled the
creation of “knockout mice.”
The OCD mouse is just one example. After Capecchi and
then-student Joy Greer knocked out a gene called Hoxb8 in a
mouse embryonic stem cell line, the mice derived from these
cells engaged in compulsive grooming of themselves and neighbors. Though Hox genes are best known for regulating
development, this experiment showed they could also control
behaviors in adults.
When scientists want to understand what a gene does, one of
the ﬁrst things they do is create a mouse knockout. “I think it is the
most powerful method we have for understanding the function of
mammalian genes,” says Francis S. Collins, director of the National
Human Genome Research Institute at the National Institutes of
Health (NIH). Students today take for granted that knockout technology has always been around, he says.

Life after Harvard
When Capecchi was an undergrad at Ohio’s Antioch College,
molecular biology was a new ﬁeld; he studied physics and chemistry.
However, after a couple of obligatory work-study semesters in biology
labs at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Capecchi knew he
wanted to be a molecular biologist. During an interview at Harvard
University, he asked James Watson where he should go for graduate
school. Watson told him “here,” and that’s where Capecchi went.

“He has probably told you about Jim Watson’s advice, ‘Don’t
waste time on small questions,’ which he took to heart, much better
than most of us did,” says Ray Gesteland, a geneticist in Watson’s
lab at the same time and now a colleague at the University of Utah.
“As a graduate student, Mario was clearly unique,” recalls
Gesteland. “His experiments were always more elegant. They were
designed better, and they worked better.”
When Capecchi was ready to leave Watson’s lab, he got an offer
from Harvard Medical School to stay and start one of his own. By
the early 1970s, however, Capecchi was no longer happy at
Harvard. “What they do there is hire a bunch of people all doing
similar kinds of things and then watch Darwinian principles at
play,” he says, observing that this created an incentive for scientists
to work on short-term projects. Capecchi preferred the long term.
When the University of Utah came calling, promising him
freedom to focus on big questions without having to justify his existence every couple of months, he had some qualms—one doesn’t
leave Harvard lightly. So, again, he asked Watson for advice. “He
said you can do good work anywhere,” Capecchi recalls. With four
students and their families, he packed up his lab and caravanned
across the country.

Sticking to His Guns
In 1977, Capecchi identiﬁed a long-term challenge for himself that
ultimately assured his renown. He had read a paper by two
Columbia University researchers, HHMI investigator Richard Axel
and Michael Wigler, who made a solution of DNA with calcium
phosphate; when they put it on top of a cell culture, the cells took
up the DNA. Most of the time, cells’ digestive enzymes destroyed
it, but in about one cell in a million the DNA made it into the
nucleus able to function.
Capecchi ﬁgured that a rate-limiting step in that experiment
was technological—the mechanical process of getting the DNA
into the nucleus—and that success would simply be a matter of
innovation. “Technology itself is what makes things really jump,”
he says. “All of a sudden you open up new ways of measuring
things, new ways of seeing things. It’s those jumps that make the
signiﬁcant breakthroughs in science.”

“ this next project
we ’ re working on is probably

20 years.”

$
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—Mario Capecchi

m a r i o c a p e c c h i The ability to concentrate on a chosen topic for long
periods of time at the exclusion of everything else, he says, is one of his strengths.

At the time, a colleague in the lab next door was doing electrophysiology with the aid of a setup that Capecchi says looked like it
could be fashioned into an extremely ﬁne hypodermic needle. He
adapted the setup to create such a needle, attached DNA
containing a selectable gene to a tiny fragment of viral DNA—an
enhancer, though no one yet knew what it was—and then used the
needle to shoot this complex into the cell nucleus. “That worked
enormously efﬁciently,” he recalls. “About one in three cells actually picked up the DNA in functional form, so it was about a
million-fold improvement in transfer of functional DNA.”
He and his students then teased out the way cells incorporated
the DNA into their nuclei and found a surprise: sometimes the
cells used “homologous recombination”—a physical rearrangement of genetic material between two strands of DNA—to stitch
together multiple copies of the same DNA stretches one after the
other. This observation proved that mammalian cells had the
machinery to enable homologous recombination between copies
of injected DNA molecules.
It was a small leap in imagination to envision that the same
machinery could be made to bring about an exchange between a

chosen piece of DNA and the similar sequence resident in the
genome of the mammalian cell. In 1980, Capecchi submitted a
grant proposal to the NIH for three projects, one of which would
use the newly observed homologous recombination machinery to
create such gene-targeting events.
“They essentially said ‘No good, drop it, not likely to succeed’
and also gave me one of the worst scores I’d ever received,” says
Capecchi. He got the NIH funds, but, “the message was very clear:
shelve gene targeting and put all your efforts into these other two
projects. So I put all of our efforts into gene targeting!”

Something Big
Capecchi used his grant money exactly how the NIH had told him
not to—a potentially career-ending move if the experiments failed.
Fortunately, by the time he needed to renew the grant in 1984, he
had succeeded in making gene targeting work in mammalian
cells. The same year, Capecchi heard a talk, by a graduate student
of British researcher Martin Evans, explaining how their lab had
cultured embryonic stem cells from mouse embryos. Capecchi’s
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goal had always been to build a mouse with his targeted mutations,
so he called Evans to ask if he and his wife, Laurie Fraser, could
visit Evans’ laboratory to learn how to work with these cells.
Meanwhile, Oliver Smithies had been working on the very
problems Capecchi was pursuing, albeit with a different approach.
While Capecchi wanted to induce mutations in mice, Smithies
hoped to repair bad DNA with a view to gene therapy. Evans made
his cells available to Smithies as well.
The situation was a recipe for a classic scientiﬁc rivalry. Yet
what resulted was magnanimity, based on mutual respect and
support. In an interview with the Nobel Foundation shortly after
learning he’d won the prize, Smithies said, “I so much admire the
work of Mario Capecchi and Martin Evans. So that’s a big delight
to me, to share it with them.”
“There are many stories about two Nobel prize winners who
won’t talk to each other,” says Capecchi. “That would be awful.
In this case, all three of us actually are good friends. We were
following our own pathways, but at the same time we tried to
help each other.”
That’s not to say Capecchi was broadcasting his progress. In
1987, he published a paper on introducing targeted mutations;
Smithies followed almost immediately with a study showing how
he had repaired a faulty gene. In both cases, the research was based
on mouse embryonic stem cells. Two years later, Capecchi
published a description of his ﬁrst knockout mouse.

To Hell and Back
As the camerawoman continues ﬁlming, Capecchi returns the OCD
mouse to its cage and walks the Italian TV crew through the rest of
his lab. A short man with waves of well-groomed, if still somewhat

unruly, gray hair, he is dressed for the interview in a crisp tan shirt
and dark silver paisley tie, his black clogs the only hint of his standard campus wardrobe. There are rows of benches and cold rooms
where the 39 people who make up Capecchi’s lab—researchers,
technicians, and support personnel—continue working. Three
weeks after the Nobel announcement, they seem numbed to the
presence of reporters.
Back at his ofﬁce, he settles into a gray desk chair, picks up
his laptop, and brings up an impressionistic oil painting of two
kids at an outdoor picnic table. “That’s my mother and her
brother,” he explains, as the camerawoman zooms in. The artist,
Capecchi’s grandmother, raised her American children abroad.
The next photo, a black and white, is of his uncle as an adult.
Edward Ramberg was a physicist whose work helped lead to the
invention of the electron microscope and television. “He wasn’t
very proud of the latter,” Capecchi says. “TV wasn’t allowed in
his house.” The focus then turns to a framed etching of his
mother, also made by his grandmother, on the wall across from
Capecchi’s desk.
The TV correspondent asks if he has pictures from his own
childhood. “Well, there aren’t any from Italy,” he explains. The
reporter should have known this; Capecchi’s triumph against a
horriﬁc childhood is one reason he’s here.
Capecchi, the result of his mother’s affair with an Italian Air
Force ofﬁcer, was a child during World War II. One of his ﬁrst
memories dates from age three and a half, when his mother, a
vocal opponent of the fascist government, was arrested at their
home. Having seen the arrest coming, she had prearranged for a
local peasant family to take him in, leaving them with money for
his care. When the money ran out a year later, the boy was left to
fend for himself. His father took him in a couple of times, but

k nockou t s on t he fa st t r ack

Although a couple of thousand mouse
knockouts have been described in scientific
papers, fewer than 1,000 are available at
repositories such as the Jackson Laboratory
in Maine, primarily because of the expense
of archiving and distributing them.
Because knockouts have become so
essential to medical research, an approach
to improve accessibility is needed, says
Francis S. Collins, director of the National
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Human Genome Research Institute at the
National Institutes of Health (NIH). As
a result, the NIH, European Union, and
Genome Canada are funding efforts to
create a public library of mouse embryonic
stem cells with knockouts of each of the
more than 20,000 protein-coding genes—
and to do it within the next four years.
Scientists who engineer a new knockout
mouse from embryonic stem cells obtained

from the library will be required to send
back a frozen sperm sample of their
creation. By eliminating much of the up
front work, the hope is that the project will
encourage researchers to create mouse
models of rare diseases.
Collins says that this effort is perhaps
the best ref lection of the importance of the
work of Mario Capecchi, Martin Evans, and
Oliver Smithies. —R.M.

contradictions

“for a scientist,
are often
a point of interest. ”

never for long, a few weeks at most. So at age four and a half he
learned how to live on the streets—stealing food, ﬁghting, occasionally ending up in orphanages plotting his escape, and, most of
the time, hungry.
His mother was imprisoned in Germany for the duration of the
war. On Capecchi’s ninth birthday, she found him at a hospital in
the town of Reggio Emilia, stripped of his clothes so that he
couldn’t escape. He had been admitted for typhoid and malnutrition, a condition that was failing to improve on the hospital’s daily
rations of chicory coffee and a piece of bread.
His uncle, who lived in Pennsylvania, sent boat tickets, and
within a couple of weeks the mother and son left for America.
That’s Capecchi’s memory of events. But one of the side effects
of his Nobel win is that a pair of AP reporters went to Italy to
document the details of his story—something that Capecchi,
who says he “closed the door” on that part of his life when he
arrived in the United States, had never done. He didn’t tell
anyone about his wartime experiences—not even, until about 12
years ago, his wife, Laurie.
The AP team uncovered documents in Italy and Germany
that ﬁt with many of Capecchi’s memories and raised questions
about others. For example, no records have been found of his
mother’s internment in Dachau, where his uncle thought she
had been held. (She did not want to talk about her wartime experience.) Capecchi says he would eventually like to do more
research on his early life, such as examining records from other
concentration camps, and appreciates the records that reporters
have turned up. “For a scientist, contradictions are often a point
of interest,” he says.
The reason Capecchi decided to ﬁnally discuss his childhood
remains unchanged. When he received the Kyoto Prize in 1996
and was asked to provide an autobiographical statement, he says he
hoped that by opening his “Pandora’s box,” he could communicate
that early deprivation doesn’t necessarily affect an individual’s
potential. Any child, given the chance, can amount to something.

Taking the Long View
Capecchi is thoughtful, mild-mannered, and gracious, focusing
completely on whomever he is with. He laughs easily and seems
comfortable in his own skin. He is circumspect about his family,
however. When he talks about his daughter, now in college in
California, it’s only to say that he hopes she’ll be able to ﬁnd work

—Mario Capecchi

she loves and is passionate about, regardless of whether it’s in
science, art, or something else.
Capecchi has certainly found work that he loves, and he
confronts it with ambition, as well as patience. His publication
record, while truly impressive, has noticeable slowdowns. Those
gaps don’t reﬂect slowdowns in his work, he observes, but rather a
willingness to wait until he has something substantial to say.
Capecchi has had plenty to say about the many knockout mice
his lab has contributed. He and his team have pushed the technology to create mice with multiple genes knocked out and also
what he calls conditional knockouts—mice in which he can turn
a gene off, at will, in a speciﬁc tissue or phase of development.
While a four-year international project is attempting to speed
the development of knockout mice using the techniques his lab
pioneered (see sidebar), Capecchi is moving on. Once again he is
taking the long view. “This next project we’re working on is probably 20 years,” he says.
He elaborates, noting that most mammals share the vast
majority of their genomes; mammalian bodies are all based on the
same set of constituent parts. Mice have tiny paws and bats have
huge wingspans, but they’re both created from the same set of
components. Capecchi explains that many evolutionary changes
appear to be additive; they happen because members of a given
species acquired new, usually added, characteristics as a consequence of random genome modifications or mutations that
provided them with a selective advantage.
If, for example, he were to take a set of genes from a bat, add
them to the DNA of a mouse embryonic stem cell, and then
generate mice from these cells, he may be able to observe changes
in the mouse that reﬂect what the added genes were doing. If the
mouse ﬁngers grew abnormally long, he’d know the added genes
were important for controlling digit length.
The logic is elegant, but there are many reasons to judge that
the experiment might not work. Normally, only tiny fragments of
exogenous DNA are introduced into a cell nucleus, yet Capecchi
is talking about adding very large, deﬁned pieces of DNA encompassing a signiﬁcant portion of a chosen chromosome. Even if he
does get the DNA in there, he’ll still have to successfully generate
a mouse. Multiple copies of a given gene can be fatal to embryos.
Indeed, not long before he won the Nobel, the NIH rejected a
grant proposal that outlined this work.
This HHMI investigator is going ahead anyway. The high risk,
in Capecchi’s eyes, is worth the potential payoff. .
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a bright, good-natured ﬁve-yearold named Lorenzo Odone
began to slur his words, throw
temper tantrums, fall down,
and lose his hearing. His doctor
diagnosed him with cerebral
adrenoleukodystrophy, or ALD,
a devastating hereditary nerve-damaging disease that strikes young boys. The prognosis
was grim: Within a year, cerebral ALD robs boys of their eyesight, hearing, and ability to
move and speak; most die by age 14.
Desperate to save their son, Lorenzo’s parents, Augusto and Michaela Odone, worked
tirelessly to develop a dietary supplement that suppressed the body’s overproduction of a
dangerous fat that destroyed the myelin sheath insulating the neurons. In the 1992 movie
Lorenzo’s Oil, Hollywood portrayed that supplement—the boy’s namesake oil—as a
miracle cure. The reality is more complicated.
Hugo Moser of Johns Hopkins University, the researcher
portrayed pseudonymously in the movie as the impersonal
Professor Nikolais, and Ann Moser, his wife and research partner,
had studied ALD since the 1970s. After the Odones developed
Lorenzo’s oil, the Mosers conducted a decade-long prospective
clinical trial to test its efﬁcacy. By 2004, they’d found that the oil
can prevent the disease from progressing, but it can’t reverse the
damage already done. Perhaps, the Mosers reasoned, an early
screening test could spot ALD kids soon enough to enable the oil
to hold the disease’s devastation at bay. They began a determined
pursuit of such a test.
The protein that’s mutated in ALD patients is housed in an
unappreciated organelle in the cell called the peroxisome. Deﬁned
only in the late 1960s, peroxisomes are small and spherical and
distributed throughout the cell’s watery interior, or cytoplasm.
Most peroxisomes, which are found in fungi, plants, and animals,
including humans, enclose enzymes that carry out several reactions, including breaking down certain lipids and making others,
such as the plasmalogens that maintain the myelin sheath.
As the Odones’ story unfolded in the late 1980s, much about
the peroxisome was a mystery. But now, thanks to a small contingent of researchers, the organelle has begun to give up its secrets.
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Recent advances in peroxisome biology have generated hope for
treating diseases, such as ALD, that involve a single crippled peroxisome enzyme. Some researchers are even developing treatments
for more devastating diseases in which the peroxisome never forms
correctly, such as Zellweger syndrome, which is uniformly fatal
during infancy, and infantile Refsum disease with its progressive
nerve damage.
Peroxisome research has also served up insights about the
fundamental workings of eukaryotic cells, which make up the
tissues of all higher organisms. Eukaryotic cells are organized into
organelles and other compartments specialized to carry out
different functions. By studying peroxisomes, scientists are getting
the first exciting glimpses of how proteins are shipped across
biological membranes, how organelles are formed and maintained,
and how they are retooled during development. But that’s just the
beginning, says HHMI investigator Randy Schekman of the
University of California, Berkeley, who adds that peroxisome
biology is a ﬁeld “about to break wide open.”
>3@=F7A=;3>/@BA

Peroxisome research received a much-needed boost in 1989 when
Wolf Kunau of Ruhr University in Germany developed a way to
isolate peroxisome-deficient mutants in yeast—and reveal the
genes relevant to peroxisome activity. Yeast need peroxisomes to
digest lipids but not to digest sugar. Kunau’s team took advantage
of this characteristic, screening for mutant strains that could grow
on sugar but not on a lipid component called oleic acid. Kunau

and other researchers then looked for genes that, when added back
to the mutant yeast strains, restored their ability to grow on oleic
acid. Today 23 of those genes are known to play a key role in
forming a working peroxisome.
Not long after Kunau’s discovery, geneticist David Valle, a
former HHMI investigator at Johns Hopkins University, was editing
a book chapter on peroxisomes. He spoke extensively with Hugo
Moser and became fascinated with the organelle. It was the early
1990s, and Hugo and Ann Moser had already amassed and characterized a collection of cultured skin cells from hundreds of patients
with ALD and other hereditary peroxisomal diseases. In cells from
less severely afﬂicted patients, intact peroxisomes could be observed
by treating cells with antibodies to the peroxisome surface; subsequent biochemical tests on the cells revealed a single defective
peroxisomal enzyme. In cells from the sickest patients, however,
the researchers saw peroxisome ghosts—empty sacs with none of
the enzymes the organelle usually contained.
Valle’s team, including then-postdoc Jutta Gärtner, began
working with the Mosers and a Hopkins colleague, Stephen Gould,
to identify the genes that go awry in the sickest group of patients.
For about eight years, starting in the mid-1990s, they took genes
that Kunau and others had found were needed to form peroxisomes in yeast and searched for equivalent human genes in a
sequence database. When they got a match, they
isolated the candidate human gene and added it
to one of the Moser’s cultured skin cell lines to
see if it restored working peroxisomes. Nine did.
Today, mutations in 13 different genes are known
to cause human peroxisome biogenesis diseases.
Those genes provided a parts list for the human
peroxisome, albeit an incomplete one.
Fundamental questions remained.

ﬂattened sacs resembling a stack of pancakes that helps the cell
make membranes and package proteins for shipment out of the
cell. In yeast studies, they found one type of immature peroxisome
that seemed to be budding from the ER. They noted that two
peroxisomal proteins were covered with sugars that are attached to
protein only when they move through the ER.
Others in the ﬁeld were skeptical. When his team submitted
papers to journals, reviewers demanded control after control, so
many that one paper ballooned to more than 60 ﬁgures. “We got
roasted, constantly,” Rachubinski recalls.
The debate raged for more than a decade. Then, in 2005, Henk
Tabak, a cell biologist at the University of Utrecht, the Netherlands,
created a hybrid protein—half peroxisomal membrane protein
called Pex3, and half green ﬂuorescent protein from jellyﬁsh. In
cells with the hybrid, green spots clustered ﬁrst on the membrane
of the ER. The green clusters would then bud off as a vesicle and
mature into a normal (albeit green) peroxisome. The green peroxisomes formed only in the presence of Pex19, a protein known to be
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One such question was: how is the organelle
formed? Dogma had it that new peroxisomes
formed when existing ones divided—the same
way that mitochondria reproduce. But cell biologist Richard Rachubinski, an HHMI international
research scholar at Canada’s University of
Alberta, believed otherwise. His team kept
ﬁnding evidence that peroxisomes were produced
by the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), a network of
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required for peroxisome assembly, the researchers reported in Cell.
In an accompanying commentary article, Schekman recapped the
popular view that peroxisomes were autonomous and then added
that, “the authors of cell biology textbooks may wish to reconsider
this view when they write their next edition.”
Later that year, Rachubinski’s group reinforced the case for
peroxisomes emanating from the ER. First they created a hybrid
protein similar to Tabak’s with a part of Pex3 attached to green
ﬂuorescent protein. The hybrid protein ﬁrst accumulated at the
ER and then formed green peroxisomes, but only when intact
Pex3 protein was present in the cell.
Then they conducted a test to see if the ER-derived peroxisomes behaved normally. They created a hybrid of thiolase, an
enzyme that normally sits inside peroxisomes, and a red ﬂuorescent protein. Without intact Pex3 around, the red thiolase scattered
throughout the cell’s cytoplasm. In the presence of intact Pex3,
however, the newly formed green peroxisomes soon turned yellow,
indicating that thiolase had moved in—and that the ER-derived
peroxisomes behaved as they ordinarily did. “That was very, very
cool,” he says.
More recently, Rachubinski’s team reported at the American
Society for Cell Biology meeting in December 2007 that shutting
off production of two ER proteins in yeast blocks peroxisome
formation. “We believe there is special ER machinery” that gives
rise to the peroxisome, Rachubinski says.
Now he and others, including Schekman, are sussing out that
machinery. Schekman suspected that, by studying how peroxi-

somes form at the ER, he could uncover a mechanism by which
cells move material around in vesicles. Over the years, his team
had helped characterize the cell’s best-known secretion pathway,
known as the SEC pathway, by which the ER packages proteins
into vesicles for shipment to the Golgi apparatus, which processes
them and directs them to the cell membrane to move out of the
cell. Evidence suggested that peroxisomes are formed through a
different mechanism, Schekman says. For example, mutations that
block normal ER protein secretion don’t affect ER-derived peroxisome production.
To deduce how the ER produces peroxisomes, Schekman’s
team has created a yeast cell extract that can, in a test tube, produce
vesicles that may be peroxisome precursors. They are fishing
around in the extract to ﬁnd the partner proteins that work with
Pex19 to get the ER to produce vesicles that form peroxisomes.
“Until now people thought there was one avenue of egress from
the ER to the Golgi apparatus for secretion. Now it’s clear that the
ER feeds the growth of other organelles in the cells—certainly the
peroxisome and I bet others.”
The work should shed light on how individual membrane
proteins are directed to different destinations in the cell,
Schekman says. “That underlies how the eukaryotic cell achieves its compartmental design.”
Compartmental design allows several complex
biochemical reactions to take place at the same
16/<57<5E7B6B63B7;3A
time, a phenomenon that makes higher forms of
>ZO\baO`SbVS]\ZgeSZZR]Qc[S\bSRSfO[^ZS]TO\]`UO\Wa[bVOb`S[]RSZa
life possible.
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Throughout the 1990s, Kunau and others identified cellular workhorse proteins that the
peroxisome needs to function and probed how
they worked together. Peroxisomes look like
water balloons, with a lipid membrane and a
watery interior; some proteins are embedded in
the membrane, while others ﬂoat inside. Every
mutation that caused human peroxisomal
disease blocked one protein or another from
getting into the peroxisome, and two-thirds of
them blocked proteins from reaching the

Rachubinski: Richard Siemens Bartel: Donna Carson / AP, ©HHMI

organelle’s interior, Valle says. Over the past
decade, Suresh Subramani of the University of
California, San Diego, and his colleagues have
uncovered a novel molecular machine that
imports those proteins. That, in turn, has
reshaped biologists’ thinking about how cells
direct enzymes and other types of proteins to the
correct cellular organelle.
Proteins do not enter peroxisomes the same
way they enter other organelles. Before being
imported into mitochondria, for example, or the
light-harvesting chloroplasts in plants, or the ER,
a protein must unfold from its three-dimensional
conformation into a long string of amino acids,
BVS\WbbgU`Wbbg]T^S`]fWa][SPW]Z]UgWaPSQ][W\UQZSO`S`
which is then threaded through the organelle’s
bVO\Yab]O`Sac`US\QS]TW\bS`SabW\bVS]`UO\SZZSPg`SaSO`QVS`a
membrane into its interior. But in peroxisomes,
acQVOa@WQVO`R@OQVcPW\aYWZSTbe]`YW\UeWbVgSOabO\R
0]\\WS0O`bSZe]`YW\UeWbV^ZO\baaSSaWRSPO`
proteins move through the membrane in their
folded, three-dimensional state, often escorted by
partner proteins. In a series of studies that began
in the mid-1990s, Subramani and his colleagues ﬁgured out how
causes the protein to misfold, reducing its activity to less than 20
Pex5, a peroxisomal receptor in the cytoplasm, grabs a protein,
percent of its normal capacity. This so-called knock-in mouse
escorts it through an entry gate in a large protein complex in the could be used to test drugs that might stabilize Pex1, Weller says.
peroxisome’s membrane, drops it off inside, and then returns to the
Nancy Braverman, a Johns Hopkins medical geneticist,
cytoplasm through a separate exit to begin the process anew.
succeeded in stabilizing the Pex1G843D protein in cultured cells
However, receptors can get stuck in the exit gate, shutting down from Zellweger patients by cooling the cells slightly. Now she’s
the entire import process, Subramani explains.
screening thousands of potential drug compounds to ﬁnd one that
Recently, Subramani’s team uncovered the RADAR pathway,
does the same thing. Such a compound could be tested in the
knock-in mice, and possibly one day in people.
an enzymatic pathway that marks receptors that are blocking the
“I think there’s a lot of work to be done, and treatment of genetic
exit door and then uses proteasomes, one of the cell’s “garbage
disposals,” to mark the receptors, destroy them, and restart the disease is always difﬁcult, but this is an area where we might see
some real success,” Valle says.
import process. “It would be fascinating to know how the cell
One peroxisomal disease has already seen some limited
senses and activates the garbage disposal when it’s needed,”
success: ALD. Although Hugo Moser died in early 2007, Ann
Subramani says. These and other studies could shed light on how
cells regulate how many of each type of organelle they keep
Moser has continued pushing for a universal newborn screening
around. Answers to that question could yield clues to how muscle
test to spot at-risk boys. Since Lorenzo’s oil can prevent the
cells maintain more mitochondria than other cells to supply them
disease from progressing, early detection is key. Moser and a
with extra energy, or how regulation of organelle number goes awry
Hopkins colleague developed a rapid blood test to detect elevated
to cause disease.
levels of very-long-chain fatty acids, a hallmark of ALD. In a
small study, it appeared to be both accurate and sensitive. Now,
with a Maryland state screening lab, she plans to expand the
47F7<54/C:BG>3@=F7A=;3A
study, assessing the test on blood obtained from routine heel
As other biologists uncover the complexities of peroxisomes, Valle
sticks of 5,000 Maryland newborns to make sure the screen
and several former students are trying to repair those that malfuncdoesn’t falsely label healthy infants as sick. Moser hopes to one
tion. Sabine Weller, a pediatrician and postdoc in Jutta Gärtner’s
day put the test in place nationally. “We believe it will save familab at the University of Gottingen, Germany, has created a mouse
lies from a genetic odyssey,” she says. .
model of Zellweger syndrome to test therapies. Weller replaced a
normal peroxisomal gene called PEX1 with a mutant version
known to cause one in three cases of Zellweger syndrome. A single
amino acid substitution in the mutant allele, called Pex1-G843D,
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{ Wit & Wisdom }
One researcher’s approach to science and service
has a lasting impact on many.

In th grade, Randy Schekman was socking
away his lawn-mowing money. He had his
eye on a used Bausch & Lomb microscope at
the local pawnshop, and he needed $ to
buy it. But his earnings envelope was a
convenient source of grocery cash for his
parents, who borrowed from it regularly.
Fed up one day after mowing yet another
lawn, Schekman biked to the police station
and told ofﬁcers he was running away because
his parents were stealing his money and
wouldn’t let him get a microscope. After a
chat with the law, Schekman’s dad topped
off his son’s savings and took him to make
the purchase.
by evelyn strauss
photography by Mark Richards
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Schekman’s passion for science
has prompted bold action at other
points as well
—and his audaciousness has paid off. His
initial research proposal was so daring,
experts trounced it, yet the strategy produced
results that have earned him some of the
most prestigious awards in biomedical
science. Now an HHMI investigator at the
University of California, Berkeley,
Schekman has illuminated the mechanism
by which membrane-bound sacs shuttle
proteins within and out of cells. The system
provides a way to organize enzymes into
unique work stations and avoid cellular
chaos. A host of normal activities—for
example, insulin release, nerve-cell
communication, and growth-factor export
during embryonic development—depend
on this trafficking process. Defects in it
underlie many human diseases, some of
which Schekman is studying.
His dedication to science extends
beyond his lab and outside his ﬁeld. He has
spearheaded change in professional societies, at major journals, and on his university
campus. “Randy has repeatedly taken on
huge social responsibilities for science,”
says Bruce Alberts, former president of the
National Academy of Sciences. “He takes
on positions because he thinks he can make
a difference. But that requires a lot of work
and a lot of personal sacriﬁce.”
Schekman can’t pinpoint the origins of
this drive to serve, but he thrives on it. “I’ve
had the beneﬁt of the scientiﬁc enterprise
and I feel that those who are capable have
to stand up so that young people can have
the same beneﬁts. I’m well organized and
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am capable of doing it, so I do it. But I
wouldn’t do it if I didn’t enjoy it.”

{Catching the Bug}
Schekman’s predilections surfaced early.
Wandering around science fairs during
junior high school “really turned me on,”
he says. “I liked the feel of it—people
doing their own things, competing for
awards.” In 8th grade, he set up metalcapped honey jars in his bedroom, each
containing a different type of dirty water.
In this makeshift lab, Schekman grew
protozoa and then used a toy microscope
to see which creatures ﬂourished best in
which types of scum.
After winning several county science
fairs, he took ﬁfth place in the California
State Science Fair, an achievement for
which Vin Scully, announcer for the L.A.
Dodgers, interviewed him on television.
Schekman was thrilled. “I had hit the big
leagues,” he says. “I was a Dodgers fan and
he was It, Mr. Dodger.”
Schekman ﬁrst ﬁgured he would be a
doctor, he says, “because I didn’t know any
better.” When he was an undergraduate at
the University of California, Los Angeles,
The Atlantic Monthly serialized James
Watson’s new book, The Double Helix, and
Schekman found himself diving into each
installment. “Then I knew,” he says. “None
of this medicine for me. Working in a lab
… really resonated with me.” Realizing that
he needed biochemistry “to get to the depth
of what I was interested in,” he apprenticed
with master biochemist Arthur Kornberg
while a graduate student at Stanford
University. Kornberg knew how to “relentlessly dissect a problem,” Schekman says.
He got more out of the Kornberg lab
than lessons in how to tease apart a biological process and reconstitute it from its
parts. There he met a postdoc named Bill

Wickner, who introduced him to two
central ﬁgures in his life: Nancy Walls,
whom Schekman later married, and the
process of membrane assembly. Late at
night, Schekman and Wickner ran experiments, played Scrabble, and plotted how
to probe this emerging ﬁeld of research.
Schekman became intrigued by the notion
that he might study membranes with the
techniques Kornberg used to untangle the
intricacies of bacterial DNA replication.
Later, as a postdoc with Jon Singer at
the University of California, San Diego,
Schekman studied membrane biology but
felt squeezed by the experimental limitations of mammalian cells. When he set up
his own lab, he decided he would exploit
the power of yeast genetics to unearth the
molecular players in membrane assembly.

{Debate and Results in the Lab}
By 1976, when Schekman joined
Berkeley, scientists knew that membranebound containers called vesicles ferry
proteins among cellular compartments.
They had seen vesicles bubble from the
surface of one compartment, detach, and
ﬂoat off to fuse with another—and they
had established that different types of
vesicles shuttle distinct protein cargo to
specific sites. For example, secreted
proteins—those the cell exports to its
surroundings—travel from a compartment called the endoplasmic reticulum
(ER) to the cell surface by way of a structure called the Golgi apparatus.
Schekman wanted to know how transport

vesicles form, choose their protein cargo,
and home in on their destinations.
Reviewers trashed Schekman’s first
proposal. “He was not a geneticist, he had
never worked with yeast in his life, and he
had no preliminary data,” says David
Sabatini of New York University School of
Medicine, who served on the National
Institutes of Health study section that evaluated Schekman’s request.
Yet he persevered, with funding from
the National Science Foundation. He had
“incredible optimism and a can-do spirit,”
says Peter Novick, one of Schekman’s ﬁrst
graduate students, now at Yale University
School of Medicine. Novick and Schekman
triumphed, identifying 23 so-called SEC
genes involved in protein secretion.
Even then, intellectual sparks ﬂew in
the lab, recalls Susan Ferro-Novick,
another former Schekman student, now an
HHMI investigator at Yale University
School of Medicine (and married to Peter
Novick). “Randy would build these models
and we thought ‘Oh no, it can’t be that
way.’ And then we’d have debates. Or he’d
encourage us to do experiments that
seemed crazy. But they got us started.”
With Schekman’s projects, “you
weren’t just ﬁlling in facts,” says FerroNovick. “You had to make leaps. He made
it clear that science was not easy and you
had to rise to the challenge. I learned how
to be a scientist in his lab.” Ferro-Novick is
one of three former graduate students
from the Schekman lab who are now
HHMI investigators.
Schekman’s discoveries about yeast
secretion dovetailed with findings that
James Rothman of Columbia University
was making in mammalian cells. The two
researchers leapfrogged over each other

While others played football or a musical instrument in high school,
says Randy Schekman, “I watched rotifers crawl around.”

to establish key features of many proteintrafﬁcking steps.

{Terriﬁc Role Model }
During this period, Schekman also honed
his mentoring style. He would choose a
problem and then spur people to solve it

together. “Every person was working to
purify a single protein but no protein
worked by itself, so everyone had to mix
their proteins together,” says David
Feldheim, who earned his Ph.D. in
Schekman’s lab and is now at the University
of California, Santa Cruz.
While encouraging collaboration,
Schekman nurtured his trainees’ individuality as well. “In group meetings,
Randy would come up with an idea and
people would say, ‘That’s nuts!’” recalls
Ray Deshaies, a former student who is
now an HHMI investigator at the
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California Institute of Technology.
“Other [principal investigators] might
have pummeled the opposition into
oblivion, but Randy didn’t need to do
that. He let people have their own intellectual presence and ideas.”
These traits, as well as an impressive
ability to juggle the different parts of his
life, made Schekman a terriﬁc role model,
says Nina Salama, another former Ph.D.
student who is now at the Fred Hutchinson
Cancer Research Institute. “He was
equally dedicated to science and his
family, working from 8:30 until 6:00 or
6:30 and only very occasionally coming in
on weekends,” she says. “Randy really
showed by example that you can do both,
but you have to be organized and have
conﬁdence in your decisions.”
Schekman says, “I do work hard and
take on too many responsibilities, but I
really thrive on keeping busy and

managing to juggle things reasonably
effectively.… No doubt I am overextended
and some things don’t get as much attention as they deserve.”
Despite the demands of his packed
life, Schekman takes time to make people
smile. He spends hours planning comic
ways to introduce speakers and can make
fun of himself, says Salama. “Randy’s wit
… always teeters on the verge of inappropriateness and the joke is often on him.”
For example, Salama recalls that when
his son was in Indian Guides, a fatherson program at the YMCA, Schekman
named himself Flying Arrow—until a
vasectomy, when he changed the moniker
to Broken Arrow.
He periodically poses challenges that
focus lab members on the next “big
picture” issue. The prize? A gourmet
restaurant meal on Schekman’s dime. On
one such occasion, the group dressed up

and dined at Domaine Chandon, a
winery in California’s Napa Valley.

{Nonstop Service }
In discussing his favorite movie, It’s a
Wonderful Life, Schekman reveals part of
what propels him toward work that supports
the scientiﬁc society. “I start crying before
the opening credits are ﬁnished,” he says.
The ﬁlm is “about loyalty and commitment and the public good. In this small
way, in an out-of-the-way place, one person
can have an impact on many lives.”
Berkeley qualiﬁes as an out-of-the-way
place only if you’re from Manhattan, but
Schekman is certainly having an impact
on many lives there. “If things get a little
tense, you can count on Randy to cut
through the haze with some joke,” says
Robert Tjian, an HHMI investigator also at
Berkeley. Another Berkeley colleague,

{ Moving Toward Human Disease}
/ZbV]cUVAQVSY[O\WaabWZZabcRgW\U[S[P`O\Sb`OT¿QYW\U
W\gSOabOP]cbVOZT]TVWaZOPVOabc`\SRb][O[[OZWO\QSZZa
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Michael Botchan, says this gift is especially
handy during personnel discussions. “You
can disarm people with a good joke or a
comment that is at once funny and caustic.
Randy has sharp elbows sometimes, and he
can use his humor to his advantage. That’s
a great talent.”
Schekman acknowledges that “certain
people … get under my skin. Usually this is
because of dishonesty or arrogance…. I
must admit that I am not a patient person.”
Because he aims to beneﬁt the community rather than himself, “people trust him,”
says Botchan. In 1997, Schekman was
offered a “very big job.” Most faculty
members use such situations to get raises or
resources for their own research, but not
Schekman. “He negotiated for more junior
faculty positions in cell biology,” says
Botchan. “That’s atypical.”
Schekman’s inﬂuence has rippled across
the campus. He chairs the Chancellor’s
Advisory Council on Biology, which
provides input on the direction of the life
sciences, focusing particularly on hiring.
When Schekman took this position, he
angled for control of a pot of money that
previously had been distributed by “scattering shots,” he says. “I saw that as a waste.”
The funds now seed faculty-driven, crossdisciplinary projects.
The larger science community has
benefited as well. In November 2006,
Schekman took the reins of the Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences, where
his mission, he says, is to improve quality.
“When I became a grad student at Stanford,
PNAS was the journal,” he says. “It was the
place where you wanted to put all your best
stuff. Up until the end of the 1970s, it was
still the preeminent journal in the molecular biological sciences.”
Schekman is picking up where the
journal’s last editor-in-chief, the late
Nicholas Cozzarelli, left off in his efforts to
revive PNAS ’s standing. Schekman is
continuing the quest to bolster its peerreview process and funnel more papers

into a rigorous path toward publication.
The journal’s editorial board supports
Schekman’s philosophy, as does the
membership at large. “Every Academy
member would agree that the papers
should be high quality,” says Alberts. But
“when their paper gets questioned, they get
upset. [Schekman and the editorial board
must] get members used to the idea that
their papers will undergo some scrutiny.”
In addition to raising the journal’s caliber,
Schekman is expanding the types of material it will run. For example, he’s introduced

for dinner with the family: Lauren, wife
Nancy, and their son Joel. And for years,
Lauren says, he “schlepped me all over the
[San Francisco] Bay area, multiple times a
week, to choir rehearsals.”
Lauren recalls that she “didn’t have a
concept of where he ﬁt into the scientiﬁc
community” until she was in middle or
high school. But she did know he was a
scientist. In third grade, every student in her
class had to come up with a question about
the world. She wondered how electricity
was made, for example, and one classmate

“ I’ve had the beneﬁt of the

scientiﬁc enterprise and I feel that
those who are capable have to
stand up so that young people can
have the same beneﬁts.”
—Randy Schekman

long feature articles “that would otherwise
go to Cell, Nature, and Science,” he says.
Given his track record, his success at
PNAS is a good bet. Elizabeth Marincola,
who was executive director of the American
Society for Cell Biology when Schekman
was its president, says he “threw himself
into” improving that organization’s journal,
Molecular Biology of the Cell. “You would
have thought his full-time job was being
president of ASCB ,” she says. “I can’t
imagine what it’s cost his family [for him]
to be so responsive.”

{Home for Dinner}
At home, Schekman’s daughter, Lauren,
has always felt his presence, even though
he spent a lot of time on the road. “I do
remember him traveling, but I mostly
remember him coming home,” she says.
When he was in town, he always appeared

asked about earthquakes. “At ﬁrst the idea
was that we’d get different people to come
to answer the questions,” she says. But in
one visit, “he explained them all. I
remember feeling really proud.”
Father and daughter enjoy laughing
together too, she says. “He’s always the ﬁrst
person who I tell my new jokes to.” And
laughter seems to form a thread that
connects all aspects of Schekman’s life. In
October, comedian Jon Stewart derided
Schekman and Rothman on his late-night
TV show during an extended joke about a
pool on the 2007 Nobel Prizes. Upon
seeing the excerpt, Schekman wrote in an
e-mail, “Who needs a Nobel prize? I’ve
made it to The Daily Show.”
It’s a wonderful life. .
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ominique Cauley, a tall
African-American college student,
commands attention when she walks into
a small coffee shop at Georgetown
University in Washington, D.C. This selfassured history major looks like a natural
for such an elite academic environment.
But back when she and a group of 7thgrade classmates entered a precollege
program for local kids with average or
below average grades and extremely
limited resources, her chances of success
were iffy at best. “We had so many deﬁciencies coming into the program,” says
Cauley, “that I still marvel at how I ended
up here.”
She adds, “I didn’t know exactly what I
was getting myself into, but I knew there
were people at Georgetown who were
doing something, who had a dream, were
accomplishing things, were doing what
they wanted to do—and I wanted to be
like them.”
Cauley, a 21-year-old junior at
Georgetown University, participated in
the Georgetown Institute of College
Preparation for six years, starting when
she was an 11-year-old at Ronald H.
Brown Middle School. Every Saturday of
the school year and weekdays during the
summer, she and her peers trekked from
one of the more severely stressed parts of
D.C. across town to the prestigious
Georgetown campus. There, they took
SAT prep classes and acquired skills in
math, science, English, and Spanish—
along with the conﬁdence to thrive at an
academically demanding college.
The kids in the program face intense
challenges—inside and outside the classroom. Their home turf, Ward 7, has the
second lowest median income of the eight
city wards—about $33,000 per year. It is in
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the far eastern sector of Washington, D.C.,
separated from downtown by the Anacostia
River. In this predominantly AfricanAmerican neighborhood, 30 percent of
adults lack a high school diploma; just 13
percent have earned a bachelor’s degree
and, according to a 2007 report of the
D.C.-based State Education Agency, half
of them are functionally illiterate.
From these difficult circumstances,
three cohorts of students have completed
the precollege program, graduating from
high school in 1995, 2001, and 2005.
Those who stick with the program do well;
98 percent of them (101 students out of
103) have gone on to college. Many
choose historically black colleges and
universities, such as Howard University
and North Carolina A&T State University.
Other graduates have attended Barnard
College, Temple University, and Lafayette
College. Six, including Cauley, have
attended Georgetown.
Inevitably, some students leave the
program before their senior year in high
school, with attrition rates of 28 percent in
the ﬁrst cohort, 15 percent in the second,
and 19 percent in the third. In the ﬁrst
group of 50 students, for example, 36 (72
percent) completed the program—and
high school. Every one of those students
attended college, and 85 percent of them
earned an undergraduate degree. By stark
contrast, only 43 percent of 9th graders in
Washington, D.C., public and charter
schools are likely to ﬁnish high school and
only 9 percent will earn a bachelor’s

degree, according to a 2006 report
commissioned by the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation, Double the Numbers
for College Success: A Call to Action for
the District of Columbia.

This program’s achievements—recently
recognized by a sizeable infusion of funds
from a private donor—are largely due to
the two inspired and tireless people who
run it: Tom Bullock and Charlene BrownMcKenzie.
Bullock, who took the reins of the
program in 1993 and revamped it in 1995,
researched best practices for creating an
environment where low-income minority
students could succeed. He designed a
model marked by small-group learning
and students’ one-on-one relationships
with their teachers. He was able to sell its
merits to Georgetown and HHMI, tacking
the program onto a broader Georgetown
undergraduate science-education grant
proposal to HHMI, which has been a
source of support ever since.
Wanting to reach children from a D.C.
neighborhood with great need, Bullock
chose Ward 7. He worked with teachers at
Ronald H. Brown Middle School to identify students who could beneﬁt most and
to ﬁgure out how best to complement the
D.C. Public School curriculum. Each
cohort of students remains a unit from 7th
through 12th grade, which helps create a
caring family-like atmosphere.

Robb Scharetg

Based on his thesis that good math and
science students are generally good
students all around, Bullock drafted a sixyear math and science curriculum that
also includes language arts, enrichment
classes, and other educational beneﬁts. For
example, he brought in a dance instructor
to teach the anatomy of the human
muscular system and a vocal coach for
students to study the physiology of the

human larynx—and to instruct and indulge
the students in singing.
He has also packed their Saturdays and
summers full. In the summer before 9th
grade, they ﬂy to New York City to see a
Broadway play. Before 10th grade, the
program pays for students to study
abroad—groups have traveled to Panama,
Costa Rica, and Ecuador. The following
summer, students take college-level classes
while living in Georgetown dormitories.
Before 12th grade, they visit colleges
around the country and begin applying to
schools. The summer before college,

students can take extra classes they might
need before starting the main event.
Although Bullock is most proud of the
program’s ability to get these kids into
college, one of its goals is to increase the
students’ interest in biomedical sciences,
which is a work in progress. “We have
increased the number of students who
have gone into the STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics)
fields over the years by continually
improving the experiences and working
more closely with the schools and families,” Bullock says. “One of our students,
Britney McCoy, has achieved great success
in the sciences.” She is now studying for
her Ph.D. in engineering and public
policy with a concentration in environmental management at Carnegie Mellon
University in Pittsburgh.
McCoy, who graduated from the
program in 2001, attributes her interest in
air- and water-quality issues to an environmental science class Bullock offered one
summer. “I was set on working in emergency medicine as a physician,” she says.
“But that one summer class allowed me to
see that there are many career options.
Instantly, I was drawn to environmental
issues and never looked back.”
LaToya Walker, a math major at
Coppin State University in Baltimore,
graduated from the program in 2005. She
says going every Saturday helped her in
school. “[Math professor] Jeff Fleming
helped with my hard level math courses. I
could bring my homework in to get help,”
she recalls. “I’m good at math. I kind of
always knew what I wanted to be. But Mr.
Bullock and Dr. Fleming helped me
realize that I wanted to be it more. They
said, ‘you can do this.’” Her goal is to teach
7th-grade math.
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Both Bullock and Brown-McKenzie grew
up in places where few people pursued
higher degrees, and neither has forgotten
those beginnings, even as they excelled in
their own education and careers.
Bullock, whose parents taught in D.C.
public schools, graduated from an innercity Catholic high school, attended the
District’s Howard University, and then
transferred to Xavier University in New
Orleans, where he studied physics. He
returned to D.C. as an engineer, but he
taught at D.C. Catholic schools on the
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side. Teaching gradually became his focus
and, in 1992, he joined Georgetown to
teach mathematics in the Saturday precollege program, becoming director in 1993
of what was eventually renamed the
Georgetown Institute of College
Preparation.
Bullock soon realized there were huge
physical, socioeconomic, and racial divisions between Georgetown’s sophisticated
milieu and these children’s crime-heavy
neighborhoods and often single-parent
homes. “We came to Georgetown not
even knowing that it was a part of D.C.,”
says Cauley. “We were convinced it was in
Virginia, because we had never seen
anything in the city that was this beautiful
and well-maintained.”
Sustaining such an arduous program
would clearly require more emotional

support than Bullock could provide alone.
So in 1999 he hired Charlene BrownMcKenzie, a D.C. social worker and
Georgetown University alumna. An immigrant from Jamaica, she had some of the
same experiences as the students in the
program, including having attended a
precollege Upward Bound program as a
high school student in Bridgeport,
Connecticut.
Bullock and Brown-McKenzie go
above and beyond. They take students to
get haircuts before college interviews, help
move freshmen into their dorms, attend
basketball games and weddings, and ferry
students who don’t have a ride to campus.
“We came to Georgetown expecting
them to help us with precollege stuff,” says
Cauley, “but Tom became like a dad and
Charlene became like a mom. If you didn’t
come for a couple weeks, you would get
that phone call, asking ‘What’s going on in
this child’s life. What can I do to ﬁx it?’”
Brown-McKenzie is now running the
precollege program, as Bullock phases out
of his central role to become more broadly
involved with D.C. education. He is
director of civic engagement for D.C.
Education Compact, a community partnership committed to ensuring that
District schools educate all District children. He is also the assistant to the
president of Georgetown for D.C.
Education Initiatives.
Both program leaders continue to pull
together the dozens of parents, hire
teachers, and enlist volunteers who make
the program run. And both have a knack
for seizing any opportunity; Bullock
recruited the program’s math professor,
Jeff Fleming, a young African-American

with a Ph.D. in mathematics, after striking
up a conversation at choir practice.
Still, there have been limitations in
what these two administrators, despite
their dedication, could do. Given the
enormous needs of the students, the
program could add a new cohort of kids
only once every five years or so. And
despite its successes, there has still been
that 15 to 28 percent attrition rate. BrownMcKenzie says this isn’t surprising. “Fewer
than 20 percent of these kids engage in
any extracurricular activities,” she says, “so
we’re happy to get the response that we
do.” As Bullock continues to work in the
Ward 7 community, he says many of the
students who left the program talk with
him about the dwindling resources in
their community and the challenges of
staying focused amid the harsh socioeconomic realities of basic survival.

The program works with the students for
one year after high school to help them
navigate ﬁnancial aid, sign up for classes,
and adjust to living away from home—
unfamiliar intricacies of college life that
can discourage first-generation college
students, even when they are academically
prepared, says Brown-McKenzie. She
visits campuses to help the kids navigate
the transition and sends “care packages”
with food and school supplies.
And she helps them confront the
unpredictable. One woman who graduated from the program in 2005 moved ﬁve
family members with her when she left
for college because of problems at home.
The student stayed in school while her
family resettled; she gave birth to a baby
the next year. Brown-McKenzie used
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funding from the program to buy the
young woman a laptop and printer so that
she could work on assignments from
home. The student is currently a junior in
good academic standing.
While the program’s formal help ends
after freshman year, the informal support
never stops. Even as he moves on, Bullock
remains connected to the students he
taught. “They reach out to me when they
fall on hard times or just want guidance
toward their goals. Because they still want
to be successful, they come back seeking
that support.”

And once they’ve successfully realized
their goals, these young people reciprocate; almost every graduate returns to the
program to give back. LaToya Walker, for
example, comes in on Saturdays to tutor
current students. Alumni care about the
community created through the
Georgetown program as well as their
hometown community in D.C.’s Ward 7.
Perhaps one of the program’s greatest
achievements is connecting the two.
Despite the neighborhood’s limited
resources and numerous problems, it is in
(continued on page 56)
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Michael W. Salter

Finn O’Hara

AN ALTERNATE
VIEW OF
CHRONIC PAIN
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Scientists whose work challenges conventional wisdom often toil for years before
their ideas catch on—if ever. But Michael W. Salter, an HHMI international
research scholar at Toronto’s Hospital for Sick Children, managed in just 6 years
to prove that the traditional thinking behind chronic pain was, if not wrong, at
least not completely right.

Pain is usually a warning. It alerts us to injuries or potential
damage to the body. But sometimes the nervous system itself
is the cause of pain. Such “neuropathic” pain, which occurs
when peripheral nerves are damaged from surgery, disease,
or infection, can render people so sensitive to normal stimuli
that everyday activities—wearing shoes, for example—can
be excruciating. Sadly, modern medicine does not have much
to offer these patients. Current therapies offer relief to fewer
than half of patients, and their pain is usually reduced by no
more than 25 percent.
Until recently, the accepted dogma was that malfunctioning neurons were completely responsible for neuropathic
pain. My colleagues and I have now shown that while
neurons are indeed involved, they have co-conspirators: the
spinal cord’s microglial cells. It turns out that, among their
many jobs in immune surveillance in the nervous system,
microglia serve as signaling cells that provide information
to neurons. We’ve demonstrated this relationship by proving
its inverse: by inhibiting a receptor, called P2X4, on the
microglia, we were able to alleviate induced neuropathic
pain in rats.
Unfortunately, the agent we used to block the receptor
was not sufﬁciently stable to be a good candidate for a therapeutic agent for humans. But knowing that microglia are
key to neuropathic pain gives us other approaches to pursue.
Once activated, this pain pathway is like a set of dominoes.
When the ﬁrst one falls, it knocks down the next one, and so
on, until reaching the pain networks in the brain, which is
when the hurt begins.
So, our theory is that neuropathic pain would be eased
if we could pharmacologically interfere with just one of those
myriad intermediate steps—the dominoes—in the spinal
cord between the beginning of the pathway (activation of the
P2X4 receptor on the microglia) and the end (suppression of
a transporter known as KCC2 on spinal-cord neurons that
send the pain signals on to the brain). Sorting out this relationship between microglia and neurons is the current emphasis
of our research.
We have already experimented with some attractive targets.
One of them is brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF).
Our team has shown that activation of microglia’s P2X4

receptors causes the release of BDNF, which then mediates
the signaling between the microglia and neurons that leads
to pain hypersensitivity. To interfere with this process, we
have used antibodies that successfully block the action of
BDNF. But they have to be injected directly into the spinal
cord—a less-than-practical approach.
Another potential target is the KCC2 transporter on
spinal-cord neurons. One of the characteristics of chronic
pain is an increased concentration of chloride ions in
neurons, which causes them to ﬁre in a hyperexcited manner.
Because a normal-functioning KCC2 removes chloride from
the cells, something happens in chronic pain that causes
the KCC2 to down-regulate and allow for a rise in chloride
concentration. We’ve shown that both the activation of
P2X4 and the rise in intracellular chloride concentrations
are necessary for maintaining chronic pain.
In addition to ﬁnding new approaches to treating chronic
pain, we need better ways of diagnosing it. Individuals with
intractable pain often stop talking about their problem
because few people believe them. It’s no surprise, then,
that many patients with this condition become depressed
and may even begin to prefer the thought of death to living
with their intense pain. An objective diagnostic test would
allow people with neuropathic pain to say “my microglia
cells are activated” or “the chloride concentration in my
spinal neurons is too high,” much as we cite cholesterol or
glucose readings now. Being able to point to a physiological
difference would allow patients suffering from chronic
pain to gain legitimacy and, as a consequence, merit higher
priority among medical practitioners, researchers, and
the public.
The work in our lab might help with that problem. By
quantifying the physiological changes involved in chronic
pain, we may be able to create assays to measure microglia
activation or a change in chloride-ion concentration.
Our goal is that this research will ultimately lead to
viable therapeutic options as well.
I N T E R V I E W B Y A M Y S T O N E . A physician-scientist, Michael
Salter received his M.D. from the University of Western
Ontario and his Ph.D. from McGill University.
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Charles V. Shank

AN EYE FOR
THE EXCITING
Paul Fetters

IT PAYS TO KNOW A GOOD
RISK AND BET ON IT.
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Charles V. Shank is ready for some fun. Launching a new optical physics laboratory
at HHMI’s Janelia Farm as the “third half” of his career, the longtime director of the
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory has said farewell to bureaucratic exigencies
that limit scientific risk-taking. HHMI is all about adventurous research, he says, a
rare commodity since the heyday of AT&T’s Bell Laboratories, where he began his
career and stayed for 20 years, and which he eventually directed.

What drives you, as a scientist?
The most important thing in my scientiﬁc life is to be excited
about what I’m doing. To me, science is about seeing an
opportunity and betting your career. It’s people who bet their
careers who make a difference.
It’s been a number of years since I’ve really had a chance
to put my hands on instruments. What I want to do at Janelia
is to have fun, and I want to do some work that is risky. And
this is very, very much like my life at Bell Laboratories, where
typically you’d have a very small group of people you’d work
with, but you got the chance to interact with some of the
greatest scientists of the generation.
What is your scientiﬁc goal at Janelia Farm?
We would like to be able to see inside a brain and monitor its
function and morphology directly, using lasers. One not only
has to understand the neurobiology, but we also need fresh
approaches to access that biology, with new technologies, new
science, engineering, physics, chemistry—all of those things
are really going to be important.
Can you describe some of these new approaches?
They range from using ultrashort optical pulses to using very
novel forms of light—it’s probably too complicated, but I’m
referring to very unusual photons that are manipulated into
what is known as an “entangled state.” Basically, we’re taking
novel approaches, using different kinds of photons, to apply
them to the image problem. The kind of creatures that we are
looking at range from ﬂies to mice—probably nothing much
more complicated than a mouse, in the near term.
Why couldn’t you have undertaken this research at a
government laboratory?
It’s highly unlikely that anything I’m doing right now at HHMI
would be funded in the federal ranking system. I know a lot
about it, having directed a major lab for the Department of
Energy. The peer-review process that we have at the National
I N T E R V I E W B Y H A R V E Y L E I F E R T.

Institutes of Health, as well as other places, does a great job
of clipping off the bottom. Unfortunately, it also clips off the
top. And the result is a kind of homogeneity, where truly
interesting ideas don’t get a chance to prosper. Some of the
best work done at Lawrence Berkeley National Lab did not
get funded the normal way.
For example?
Look at Saul Perlmutter’s work on dark energy. There wasn’t
any ofﬁcial funding stream for that until years after the discovery
was made, and it’s arguably the most profound discovery of the
last century—realizing that there’s 70 percent of the universe,
which we call dark energy, we know nothing about.
I had this project reviewed every year, and every review said,
‘Kill it; it’s not going anywhere.’ But there was a young guy who
bet his life on this. He had a ﬂicker of a hope, and he found
the unexpected. And, the unexpected was not the discovery that
the universe is expanding, but that the universe is accelerating
in expansion. So, it’s got to be an energy that drives that, and
that is a profound discovery. I’m sure he’ll get a Nobel Prize for
it. There’s no question; it’s just a matter of time.
So, how did you get that funded?
I had some discretionary funding at the laboratory, which I
could control, a very small amount, and I used it to bet on
risky things.
You have been at Janelia since July 2007. So far, so good?
I feel like a graduate student here. Much of the science is new
to me, and I bring what I know and combine it with the science
that people here have, and in the end we’ll be successful.
What’s different here—and what’s very difﬁcult to do at a
university—is the interaction with colleagues. Each person in a
typical university environment is supposed to own some part of
the educational enterprise, and each person is to stake out a
territory. Here, the territory is the whole institution. We can do
things that no one of us could have done by ourselves.

Charles Shank is a Senior Fellow at HHMI’s Janelia Farm Research Campus, located

near Ashburn, Virginia.
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What was the last concert you attended?

Sean B. Carroll

Brenda A. Schulman

Jasper Rine

Helen H. Hobbs

H H M I I N V E S T I G AT O R ,
U N I V E R S I TY O F W I S C O N S I N –
MADISON

H H M I I N V E S T I G AT O R , S T.
J U D E C H I L D R E N ’ S H O S P I TA L

HHMI PROFESSOR,
U N I V E R S I TY O F C A L I F O R N I A ,
BERKELEY

H H M I I N V E S T I G AT O R ,
U N I V E R S I TY O F T E X A S
SOUTHWESTERN MEDICAL
C E N T E R AT D A L L A S

“Last year in Madison.
Tom Petty and the
Heartbreakers ... ﬁfth row,
center. Awesome.”
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“It’s been a while since I’ve
been to a concert, but it
was a FANTASTIC
concert—The Rolling
Stones, Memphis,
December 2005. We went
with [HHMI investigator]
Chuck Sherr and his wife.
Mick Jagger ran up and
down the stage for three
hours. Great music, great
crowd, and great to see
someone with so much
passion about his work!”

“The last concert was
Bob Dylan at the Greek
Theater in Berkeley, just a
few years ago. The next
time I want to hear Dylan,
scratchy vinyl will be a
better choice.”

“Miranda Lambert
[third place ﬁnalist on
the television talent
show, Nashville Star]
at the Texas State Fair,
this past October.”

Carroll: Sean Paddock Schulman: Greg Campbell / AP, ©HHMI Rine: George Nikitin / AP, ©HHMI Hobbs: Danny Turner

Most of us have vivid memories of soul-stirring musical performances.
Mysterious in its power, music is one of those things that, no matter how busy
life gets, people make time to enjoy. Below, several HHMI scientists
report their most recent live music event. — E D I T E D B Y M A R Y B E T H G A R D I N E R
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A 1992 ENCOUNTER WITH A TODDLER WHOSE EYES WERE FROZEN

in a downward gaze led pediatric neurologist Elizabeth C. Engle
to discover a trove of previously unrecognized congenital disorders. Over the last 16 years she has explored the clinical and
genetic features of these syndromes, caused by errors in brainstem motor-neuron development, which rob patients of normal
control of their eye movements.
Engle’s commitment to both patient care and research was
just what HHMI had in mind when she and 14 other patientoriented researchers were selected as HHMI investigators last fall.
The new HHMI investigators represent 13 institutions from across
the United States. In all, 40 ﬁnalists were chosen from among
242 applicants, and 15 were selected to become HHMI investigators. The Institute has committed approximately $150 million to
their ﬁrst term of appointment.
These physician-scientists “have demonstrated extraordinary
creativity and innovation,” says Institute President Thomas R.
Cech, and they “are changing the way we think about—and
treat—a variety of diseases.”

eyeballs and their surrounding muscles. Engle found that while
the muscle that pulled the eye down was defective, it was not a
mass of scar tissue; the muscle was simply contracted, keeping
the eyeball pointed at the ground. Moreover, the muscles that
pulled the eye upward were absent altogether, and so was the
cranial nerve connecting them to the brain stem. Muscle ﬁbrosis
was not the correct diagnosis after all.
Looking for case reports and families with similar conditions,
Engle pored over journals and contacted clinicians around the
world, ultimately locating more than 700 families affected by this
newly described disorder or others related to it. Then, using DNA
linkage and mutation analysis, she identiﬁed the genetic causes
for a series of these disorders, each of which perturbed development of one or more cranial nerves. The syndromes, now termed
“congenital cranial dysinnervation disorders” (CCDDs), include
Duane syndrome, horizontal gaze palsy, Moebius syndrome, and
congenital ptosis.
Engle and her colleagues found that CCDDs were caused by
two kinds of mutations—in genes that encode transcription factors
crucial to cranial motor-neuron development, and in genes for
proteins that help growing nerve axons connect to appropriate
targets. The mutation passed down to some members of the original
toddler’s family, for example, scrambles the gene for a particular
kinesin—a motor molecule that shuttles nutritional and structural

Toward a Treatment for the Eyes
When Engle ﬁrst met her young patient at Children’s Hospital
Boston, she simply wanted to diagnose the child’s problem.
Ophthalmologists thought it was congenital ﬁbrosis of the extraocular muscles, a rare birth defect generally
believed to result from rigid scar tissue replacing
“My colleagues and I are excited by the
the muscles that pull the eyeball down. Engle
agreed that the patient ﬁt the clinical descriplight these studies may shed on the
tion for this disorder; however, she was left
normal development and targeting of
wondering if his eye movement disorder might
result from an error in neuron development
cranial motor neurons.
rather than primary muscle ﬁbrosis.
3 : 7 H/0 3 B6  3 <5 : 3
Learning that the boy’s extended family had
20 similarly affected members, Engle worked
with the Children’s Hospital laboratories of Alan Beggs and
cargo through nerve cells. When it is defective, the nerves are
starved of critical resources and fail to develop normally.
HHMI investigator Louis Kunkel to conduct a systematic study
Engle is now using her ﬁndings to develop mutant mice that
that combined clinical and genetic analyses.
may help reveal the details of such breakdowns. “My colleagues
The family would notify her when an elderly relative died
of other causes, and she would then examine the deceased’s and I are excited by the light these studies may shed on the

”
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normal development and targeting of cranial motor neurons,”
she says, “and on why these neurons seem particularly vulnerable to speciﬁc gene mutations.”
Back on the Radar Screen
Vulnerable neurons, particularly in very young patients, are
also on the mind of another new HHMI investigator, David H.
Rowitch of the University of California, San Francisco (UCSF).
Rowitch, who treats premature infants at UCSF, rattles off stats
he calls “completely unacceptable”: nearly 800,000 people in the

United States have cerebral palsy, a neurological condition that
causes permanent loss of muscle coordination beginning early in
life. Health care for patients with the disorder—a potential consequence of premature birth—costs nearly $35 billion a year.
“We actually have a higher incidence of cerebral palsy
now than in the 1960s, but this disease has fallen off the radar
screen,” he says. According to Rowitch, rates are up because more
extremely low birth-weight babies, born as early as 6 months
gestation, are surviving.
1= < B 7 < C 3 2  = <  B 6 3  < 3 F B  >/5 3
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Rowitch, whose laboratory in the UCSF Institute for
Regeneration Medicine investigates the biology of the brain’s
stem cells, is in a position to reduce those numbers. In order to
change the standard of care for protecting newborns at high risk
for cerebral palsy, he is exploring the basic biology behind the
disease, of which little is known.
“Recent studies reveal that up to 50 percent of babies born
between 24 and 26 weeks’ gestation (about 6 to 6 1/2 months
into a pregnancy) will have some degree of cognitive impairment
because this is a very important period of brain development,”
says Rowitch. “While the ﬁeld of neonatology has made real
advances in treatments supporting heart and lung function, when
it comes to the brain, we have no therapy to improve outcomes in
babies born at these early stages.”
Cerebral palsy is usually attributed to an early episode of
brain damage, but evidence from Rowitch’s lab suggests that the
problem is more likely inhibition of the mechanisms the brain
normally uses to repair itself.
As he learns more about what goes wrong during brain development to cause the disorder, Rowitch will help establish a program
at UCSF whereby new discoveries about the developing brain

occur when chromosomes inappropriately swap pieces of genetic
material—a process called translocation. The “fusion” genes that
result can spur rapid and uncontrolled cell division, as in chronic
myelogenous leukemia ( CML), which is caused by the fusion
event involving the two genes Bcr and Abl. That ﬁnding led to
targeted drugs, such as Gleevec, that have dramatically improved
survival of patients with CML.
In 2005, when Chinnaiyan used DNA microarray technology
and powerful computational tools to analyze biopsies from
patients with prostate cancer, he was stunned to ﬁnd that almost
80 percent exhibited translocation. The fusion gene resulted
when a male hormone-regulated gene, TMPRSS2, joined certain
DNA transcription factors to create an overactive “on” switch for
growth-stimulating genes in prostate cells.
Because that discovery did not ﬁt current dogma, “we didn’t
believe our result at ﬁrst, and we had to carry out further studies
before we convinced ourselves it was true,” Chinnaiyan recalls.
“We think this is the causative lesion—it’s the ‘Bcr-Abl’ in prostate cancer.”
The discovery inspired Chinnaiyan’s current ambitious plans
to use high-throughput search methods to ﬁnd fusion genes he
believes may be the key to other solid tumors as
well. “We’re working diligently in breast cancer,
because we believe there is an estrogen-regulated
“We didn’t believe our result at first, and
gene fusion comparable to the androgen-reguwe had to carry out further studies before
lated gene fusion we found in prostate cancer,” he
we convinced ourselves it was true.
says. By identifying gene fusions associated with
these and other solid-tumor cancers, Chinnaiyan
/@ C:  16 7 <</7 G/<
hopes to provide targets for new drugs that are
more effective than current therapies.
and nervous system can be applied to tiny patients. “You really
What unites him with Rowitch, Engle, and the 12 other recent
need to have a specialized clinical setting that doesn’t yet exist for
appointees is their calling as physician-scientists who spend their
neonates—we’ll be the ﬁrst in the nation. The hope,” he says, “is to
professional lives crossing the boundaries between the laboratory
do for the brain what we’re already doing for the heart and lungs.”
and the clinic, convinced that patient care informs and enhances
their research. Says HHMI’s Cech: “With the appointment of
Finding the Causative Lesion
these new investigators—who will also serve as mentors for the
Another new HHMI investigator, pathologist Arul M. Chinnaiyan
next generation of patient-oriented researchers—and our earlycareer awards to physician-scientists, we are sending a strong
of the University of Michigan Medical School, also aims to devise
message that HHMI is committed to supporting the people who
novel treatments through a better understanding of the basic
events that lead to a disorder—in this case, solid tumors such as
perform this vital work.” .
cancers of the breast, colon, lung, and prostate.
Most solid tumors have traditionally been thought to result
from mutations that affect one or more growth-regulating genes
F O R M O R E I N F O R M A T I O N : To read about the other new investigators, go to
www.hhmi.org/news/por20071011.html. To learn about HHMI’s early-career awards, visit
in the cell. This mechanism is different from what happens in
www.hhmi.org/news/20070815.html.
blood cancers—such as leukemias and lymphomas—which
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Barshefsky Elected to
HHMI Board of Trustees
A M BA S S A D O R C H A R L E N E BA R S H E F S K Y,

Senior International Partner at the law ﬁrm
of WilmerHale in Washington, D.C., and
former U.S. Trade Representative and
member of the President’s Cabinet, has
been elected a Trustee of HHMI . She
becomes one of 10 Trustees of the Institute,
a medical research organization dedicated
to the discovery and dissemination of new
knowledge in the life sciences.
Barshefsky, 57, served as the nation’s
chief trade negotiator and principal trade
policy maker from 1997 to 2001 and as
acting and deputy trade representative
from 1993 to 1996. As the U.S. Trade
Representative, Barshefsky was responsible
for the negotiation of hundreds of complex
trade, investment, and intellectual property rights agreements with countries
around the world, as well as global agreements on telecommunications, ﬁnancial

services, information technology products,
and cyberspace. She is best known internationally as the architect and negotiator of
China’s historic WTO agreement.
A 1972 graduate of the University of
Wisconsin–Madison, Barshefsky received
a law degree in 1975 from the Columbus
School of Law at the Catholic University
of America in Washington, D.C., earning
numerous honors at both institutions.
Named one of the 50 most inﬂuential
women lawyers in the United States by The
National Law Journal, and recipient of a
number of professional awards and honorary
degrees, Barshefsky joined WilmerHale in
2001, following her appointment as a public
policy scholar at Washington’s Woodrow
Wilson International Center for Scholars.
Her legal practice focuses on global business and investment advice, commercial,
and government negotiations. She serves

HHMI Launches PublicAccess Publishing Policy
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Courtesy of Charlene Barshefsky
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high-impact papers published over the past ﬁve years in the ﬁelds
of molecular biology and genetics, HHMI scientists led the pack.
Authors affiliated with HHMI had the highest citation total
(37,810) of any institution and contributed 199 of the 1,300 highimpact papers during 2002–2006.
ScienceWatch, published by ISI-Thomson Scientiﬁc, follows
research trends and conducts an impact analysis on a periodic
basis, looking at the top 1 percent of the most-cited papers in the
ﬁeld. Now, members of the scientiﬁc community from around the
world—as well as the general public—will be able to access all
original research articles by HHMI scientists, thanks to a policy that
took effect on January 1, 2008, that requires scientists to publish in
those scientiﬁc journals that make the articles and supplementary

on the boards of directors of The American
Express Co., Intel Corporation, The Estée
Lauder Companies, and Starwood Hotels
& Resorts World Wide Incorporated.
Barshefsky also serves on the board of the
Council on Foreign Relations. .

material freely available within six months via a public repository.
PubMed Central (PMC), the digital archive of biomedical and life
sciences literature maintained by the National Institutes of Health
(NIH), is the repository for journals in the biological sciences.
The Institute has reached agreements with several major
publishers—including Elsevier and Cell Press—that bring their
journals into compliance with the policy. In addition, HHMI
will continue its long-standing support for open-access journals,
including those published by the Public Library of Science and
BioMed Central.
Currently, HHMI and the Wellcome Trust are the only major
funders of biomedical research to have implemented policies
requiring scientists to publish in journals that make the contents
freely accessible. NIH-funded researchers will soon be required to
deposit original research articles in PMC and to make them available within a year of publication, based on legislation signed into
law by President George Bush. .
F O R M O R E I N F O R M A T I O N : For online resources to assist HHMI scientists and their
collaborators, go to www.hhmi.org/about/research/policies.html.
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Legions of Hijackers
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To set up house in a host cell, the bacteria responsible for
Legionnaires’ disease take an aggressive tack—they hijack the host’s
intracellular trafﬁcking system and build themselves cozy hideouts.
Matthias P. Machner, a research associate in the lab of HHMI
investigator Ralph R. Isberg at Tufts University School of Medicine,
discovered how a bacterial protein commandeers host cell activities
for its own purposes: to both hide and multiply.
Legionnaires’ disease is a type of pneumonia caused by the
bacteria Legionella pneumophila. The disease and the bacteria
were named after an outbreak of pneumonia at an American
Legion convention in Philadelphia in 1976, where the pathogen
was ﬁrst identiﬁed.
In healthy human cells, the regulatory protein Rab1 controls
the movement of vesicles—cellular cargo containers composed of
membrane—between different cell compartments. Other cellular
proteins cuddle up to Rab1 to keep it inactive when no cargo needs
to be “shipped.” Activating Rab1 requires one cellular protein to
grab it and another to activate it. During infection, Legionella’s
SidM (DrrA) catalyzes both steps in one fell swoop.
Finding a protein that can both grab and activate host protein is
rare, says Isberg—and handy. Once Legionella establishes an infection within a membrane-bound vacuole of the host cell, the rapidly

multiplying pathogen
needs to seize more
membrane to avoid
outgrowing its conﬁnes,
much as an expanding
family adds on to a
house. By hijacking
Rab1, Legionella not
7\aWRSO[]caS[OQ`]^VOUS:SUW]\SZZO
^\Sc[]^VWZO`SRVWRSaW\O[S[P`O\S
only acquires the means
aOQac``]c\RSRPg`SUcZOb]`g^`]bSW\
to add on but also gains
@OPU`SS\
control of a critical
conductor of vesicle trafﬁc. Thus, the organism can avoid destruction caused by the merger of its cellular home with a vesicle whose
job is to degrade invading microbes.
While ingenious, SidM (DrrA) appears to be only one chapter
in the story of how Legionella thrives—even if you knock out SidM,
the bacteria continue to grow.
“This is like a Russian matryoshka doll story,” says Isberg of
the pathogen’s layers of defenses. “This organism has many
backup systems for recruiting membrane. And 10 percent of its
genome encodes proteins that manipulate the [host] cell.” .
– LISA SEACHRIST CHIU
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Tick-Tock Goes a Bacterial Clock
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Researchers in Erin K. O’Shea’s laboratory at Harvard University
lifted the face off an ancient bacterial clock and revealed how a
rugged and reliable timekeeping mechanism keeps the clock
ticking out daily cycles for weeks in a test tube.
The team discovered the mechanism relied on the sequential
addition and subtraction of phosphate groups to one of three
proteins constituting the clock.
Their study builds on dogma-smashing work by Takao Kondo
and colleagues at Nagoya University in Japan. Conventional
wisdom held that all circadian clocks—cellular mechanisms that
regulate physiological activity on a roughly 24-hour schedule—
kept time via a protein regulating its own gene expression. Kondo’s
group discovered that the circadian clock governing the ancient,
photosynthesizing bacteria known as cyanobacteria involves no
genes and just three proteins, and can function outside the cell
fueled only by a phosphate source called ATP.
While the Japanese group knew that the clock ticked by adding
and removing phosphate molecules from the KaiC protein with
the aid of two protein “gears”—KaiA and KaiB—they didn’t know
how the addition and subtraction kept time.
O’Shea’s group revealed a cycle where, with the help of KaiA,
two sites on the KaiC protein gained phosphate groups in sequence:

ﬁrst one site, then the other. Once both sites on KaiC have phosphate groups, KaiB alerts KaiA, triggering phosphate removal in
the same sequence. Over the course of a day, KaiC slowly cycles
from no phosphate groups to two phosphate groups, back to one
phosphate group, ﬁnally ending up with no phosphate groups once
again. Details of the work were published October 4, 2007, in
Science Express.
All circadian clocks make adjustments in response to changes in
light, O’Shea says. For cyanobacteria—the blue-green algae responsible for 70 percent of the Earth’s photosynthesis—the clock may
allow them to anticipate
daylight and rev up the
production of proteins
needed for photosynthesis.
The question is how. “Other
laboratories have identiﬁed
some of the proteins
involved,” says O’Shea. “Our
goal is to understand how
the inputs from the environ>`SQWaSbW[SYSS^W\U^`]bSW\aYSS^bVS
ment feed into this clock.” .
– LISA SEACHRIST CHIU

PW]Z]UWQOZQZ]QYbWQYW\UabSORWZg

Bert Myers / Photo Researchers, Inc.
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From Marshmallows to Missiles
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Examining mouse testes under a microscope, Yi Zhang couldn’t
ﬁnd any mature sperm. But that was a good thing. It meant that
knocking out a single gene, called Jhdm2a, in mice wrecked their
ability to produce mature sperm.
The knockout had blocked “chromatin condensation,” a
process critical for sperm maturation. Chromatin condensation
entails replacing the protein packing material around the genes
in a sperm’s head with basic proteins—speciﬁcally, transition
proteins and protamines—transforming maturing sperm from marshmallows into missiles.
The resulting denser
heads can slam into an
egg with enough force
to penetrate its outer
layer, enabling fusion
and fertilization.
HHMI investigator Zhang and his
colleagues at the
University of North
BVS`]c\RRS\aSVSOR]TO[Obc`Sa^S`[
Carolina at Chapel
OZZ]eaWbb]^S\Sb`ObSbVS]cbS`ZOgS`]TO\SUU
Hill published their

ﬁndings online in Nature on October 18, 2007.
By showing that the Jhdm2a gene is necessary for DNA condensation in sperm, Zhang shed light on an important gene regulatory
mechanism, called epigenetic control. Epigenetic modiﬁcation
alters histone proteins—the “smart stufﬁng” that DNA coils around
within chromosomes. This alteration switches genes on or off.
Genetic regulation, in contrast, depends on control sequences integral to the DNA molecule.
The Zhang group demonstrated that the Jhdm2a gene encodes
an enzyme that removes methyl groups from histones and switches
on associated genes. Jhdm2a activates genes that encode the transition proteins and protamines needed for condensation of sperm
DNA. According to Zhang, the ﬁnding could have implications for
treating infertility and for birth control.
“Many cases of human infertility arise from defects in sperm
production,” he says. “While we have yet to demonstrate that this
gene is important in human spermatogenesis, our ﬁndings raise the
possibility that it might be. If so, remedying this defect could treat
such infertility.
“On the other hand,” he adds, “because this gene is very speciﬁc
to spermatogenesis, a drug that inhibits the enzyme could provide
highly targeted male birth control.” . – D E N N I S M E R E D I T H
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ask a scientist

Q
How can
the “tip-ofthe-tongue”
phenomenon be
explained?
Jennifer, a Boston-based
undergraduate student
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A
The “tip-of-the-tongue” (TOT) phenomenon refers to the inability to pull a word
from memory despite belief that the word
is there. It is a psychological state that
produces pronounced and easily recognizable physiological reactions.
TOT appears to be universal (Brennen
et al. 2007). People have reported the
phenomenon in the native languages of
France, Portugal, and Romania, to name
a few. It is also age-dependent, with
seniors reporting the experience about
twice as often as college-age students.
And it is more commonly associated
with nouns, especially proper names.
Furthermore, the person experiencing
TOT can often name the first letter of
the word and can recall words similar in
meaning. About half the time, the individual eventually succeeds and voices
the word (Brown 1991).
Since the person undergoing the TOT
experience is sure that the actual word
being sought is in long-term memory and
is successful in retrieving the memory in
half the cases, one could speculate that
TOT derives from a temporary block
in memory retrieval. Interestingly, this
ability to transmit phonological relatives of the word being recalled is lost in
patients with Alzheimer’s disease (Astell
and Harley 1996).
Alzheimer’s and dementia involve
memory-retrieval failure in specific
brain areas, which may be the case

with this more common (and benign)
phenomenon as well. In their study using
functional magnetic resonance imaging,
Maril and colleagues (2001) found that
activity in the anterior cingulate cortex
and the prefrontal cortex of the brain was
higher during TOT experiences than
when the subject remembered the word.
What does this mean? It means that
the quandary over tip-of-the-tongue
experiences is interesting, yet unresolved. The anterior cingulate cortex
is an exciting region to study because
it is implicated in disorders like attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and
depression. It is thought to be involved
in reward anticipation, decision making,
empathy, and emotion. Similarly, the
prefrontal cortex is believed to play a
role in the organization of thoughts
and actions. That these two regions
are active during TOT suggests that
some definable brain mechanism or
failure thereof may be responsible for
the phenomenon. But scientists have
not yet penned a sure explanation for
this problem, or perhaps I have simply
forgotten the answer. Wait, it’s on the
tip of my tongue….
ansWer researched BY anand

a former HHMI predoctoral
fellow and a science educator
at the University of Toronto Schools,
Toronto, Canada.
m a h a d e Va n ,

The tip-of-the-tongue phenomenon is not limited to the English language. Identical or similar
phrasing is found in several languages. Compiled by Anand Mahadevan.
LANGUAGE

PHRASE

Arabic

LITERAL TRANSLATION

on the tip of my tongue

french

au bout de la langue

German

Es liegt mir auf der zunge.

on the tip of the tongue
It lies on the tongue.

Portuguese

Tenho a palavra debaixo da lingua.

I have the word under my tongue.

Romanian

e pe vârful limbii

tip of the tongue

Maril, A., A.D. Wagner, and D.L. Schacter (2001). On the
tip of the tongue: An event-related fMRI study of semantic
retrieval failure and cognitive conﬂict. Neuron, 31, 653–660.
Brennen, T., A. Vikan, and R. Dybdahl (2007). Are tip-ofthe-tongue states universal? Evidence from the speakers of
an unwritten language. Memory, 15(2), 167–176.

The scientific process starts with a question. When a scientific inquiry piques the interest of a high
school or college student and answers can’t be found in class or in a textbook, students can turn to
HHMI’s Ask a Scientist Website. There, working scientists field a wide range of biomedical questions.
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Bringing Down Cancer’s House of Cards
Deﬁning an elaborate yet fragile control pathway
offers a new strategy for toppling many cancers.
distinct from genetic control, which uses regulatory switches
cancer cells are tough, insidious survivors.
embedded in the DNA sequence of the genes. Speciﬁcally, in
They deftly use their aberrant genes to subvert normal cellular
controls and trigger explosive, often lethal, growth. Given this
this case, ras silences Fas by recruiting other molecules to smother
impressive proficiency, researchers don’t expect to discover
it in methyl groups, a state called “hypermethylation.”
weaknesses in cancer cells’ malignant strategy.
Researchers had advanced two theories about the mechanism
However, HHMI investigator Michael R. Green and his
by which such silencing takes place: The “random” theory held
colleagues at the University of Massachusetts Medical School
that addition of methyl groups is random and that the resulting
have uncovered just such a weakness—one they hope is fatal for
cells have a growth advantage that enables them to proliferate. By
cancer cells. They have found that a major cancer-promoting
contrast, the “instructive” theory held that ras uses a speciﬁc
gene, ras, relies on a complex, and gratifyingly vulnerable,
mechanism to epigenetically silence the tumor suppressor gene.
“house-of-cards” control pathway to enable tumor cell survival.
“The existing literature was equally compatible with either of
This pathway is so precarious that removing just one compothose two models,” says Green. “So, we decided to do an unbiased test to determine which of these two models was correct.”
nent could bring cancer cells collapsing down to their death, the
scientists have learned. The elaborate pathway
depends on more than half a deck of molecular cards—the proteins produced by 28
“The most surprising thing was the
genes. Thus, it presents cancer researchers
complexity of this pathway and its apparent
many targets for cancer-killing drugs. And
nonredundancy.
because ras is involved in about 30 percent of
human cancers, discovery of the house-of; 7 16 /3 :  5 @ 3 3 <
cards pathway could lead to treatments for
more than one type of cancer.
In experiments published in the October 25, 2007, issue of
That test consisted of a mass screening using mouse cells
Nature, Green and his colleagues reported their dissection of
engineered to have a mutated ras that was abnormally activated
one of ras’s premier talents: its ability to switch off the cell’s selfto silence Fas. One by one, the researchers switched off each of
destruct mechanism, called apoptosis. This process rids the body
28,000 genes in the mutant mouse cells. They were looking for
of damaged or unneeded cells.
any genes that, when switched off, blocked ras’s silencing mechSpeciﬁcally, Green wanted to understand how ras silences a
anism, freeing Fas to do its work. The screening identiﬁed 28
genes that were necessary for ras to silence Fas. The proteins
gene called Fas, one of the cell’s master kill-switches. Fas is a
encoded by these genes compose a pathway responsible for
tumor suppressor gene, poised to trigger apoptosis. It is held in
regulating a chain of events, beginning at the cell surface, where
check only because its activating region is shrouded in molecules
ras works, and leading into the nucleus, where Fas is silenced.
called methyl groups. Such control is called epigenetic because it
“The most surprising thing was the complexity of this
involves modifying the protective packaging that surrounds genes
within chromosomes. This modiﬁcation can regulate whether pathway and its apparent nonredundancy,” says Green. “I
the genes are switched on or silenced. Epigenetic control is
might have predicted that an instructive pathway such as this

”
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would consist of a handful of genes, but certainly not twentyeight components.”
Besides studying Fas silencing, the researchers also tested
whether ras used the same house-of-cards pathway to silence
other genes known to be suppressed in cancer cells. They found
that most of the 28 genes were critical for ras to silence each of
the five other genes tested. This broad dependence on the
house-of-cards pathway means that drugs that target the pathway
might well cut a wide, lethal swath through the aberrant
machinery of ras-driven cancers.
Having found that the pathway was integral for ras’s ability
to silence genes, the researchers then asked whether any of
the components were also required for ras to cause cancer.

The team found that removing any one of several components
abolished the ability of ras to induce tumor growth in mice.
These results demonstrated that taking out a single participant in the house-of-cards pathway could bring down ras’s
ability to cause cancer. The ﬁndings have important therapeutic implications.
“We are not very good at curing cancer,” Green says.
“Chemotherapeutic drugs currently in use are toxic to all
dividing cells, which means that they have very broad side
effects. Inhibitors of ras-mediated epigenetic silencing—which
cause changes only within cancer cells—could represent important progress toward targeted therapies.” .
–DENNIS MEREDITH
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Seven Elected to Institute of Medicine
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HHMI investigator @716/@2 /F3: ,
Columbia University, and Michael Wigler,
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, received
the 2007 Double Helix Medal for Scientiﬁc
Research from Cold Spring Harbor
Laboratory for their discovery of cotransformation—insertion of foreign DNA into a
host cell to trigger production of certain
proteins—and the subsequent use of this
process in drug development.

A total of 16 HHMI investigators and one
HHMI professor were named as fellows of
the American Association for the
Advancement of Science. The HHMI
investigators are ;=@@7A 8 07@<0/C; ,
University of Pennsylvania School of
Medicine; >/ ; 3 : /  8  0 8 r @ 9 ; / < ,
California Institute of Technology;
@ /G ; = < 2  8  2 3 A 6 / 7 3 A , California
Institute of Technology; 3:/7<3 4C16A ,
The Rockefeller University; AB3>63< >
5=44 , Columbia University College of
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Physicians and Surgeons; 3@715=C/CF,
Oregon Health & Science University;
32C/@2= / 5@=7A;/< , Washington
University School of Medicine in St. Louis;
:7<2/ 1 6A736E7:A=< , California
Institute of Technology; 2/D72 1 >/53 ,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology;
63:3<;>7E<71/E=@;A, Washington
University School of Medicine in St. Louis;
/<</ ;/@73 >G:3 , Yale University
School of Medicine; B=;/@/>=>=@B,
Harvard Medical School; ; 7 1 6 / 3 :
@=A0/A6 , Brandeis University; @/<2G
A1639;/< , University of California,
Berkeley; B@C27A16s>0/16 , Princeton
University; and B6=;/A/ AB37BH , Yale
University. The HHMI professor is 0=<<73
0/@B3:, Rice University.
HHMI investigator A3/<01/@@=:: , an
evolutionary biologist at the University of
Wisconsin–Madison, received the 2007
Science Award from the Phi Beta Kappa

Society for his book The Making of the Fittest:
DNA and the Ultimate Record of Evolution.
E7::7/;B6=;/A1:/@93 , who participated in the HHMI undergraduate research
program at the University of California, Los
Angeles, received a 2007 Marshall
Scholarship. The scholarship helps talented
young Americans study in the United
Kingdom. Clarke is currently conducting
research in molecular biology at the
University of Oxford and will be attending
Yale Medical School, beginning in 2009.
>/C:/ 4@/A3@ ,

a fifth-grade teacher in
Bellevue, Washington, is the ﬁrst recipient of
Walter P. Kistler Science Teacher of the Year
Award. The award, given by the Foundation
for the Future, recognizes precollege teachers
across the United States who have developed
outstanding science programs. Fraser is a
participant in the Science Education
Partnership, a program supported by HHMI

Allison: Courtesy of Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center High: Bill Nation Kaelin Jr.: Paul Fetters Ptác̆ek: Courtesy of University of California, San Francisco
Scott: Lincoln Scott Südhof: Paul Fetters St George-Hyslop: David Rolls
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through a grant to the Fred Hutchinson
Cancer Research Center in Seattle.
HHMI investigator 63:3< 6 6=00A ,
University of Texas Southwestern Medical
Center at Dallas, was one of four individuals
named by the American Heart Association as
Distinguished Scientist for 2007. The award
recognizes association members whose work
has advanced the understanding and management of cardiovascular disease and stroke.

A>=B :756B

Elgoyhen Receives
“Women in Science” Award

0=6C/<5, a postdoctoral fellow in the lab of

HHMI investigator F7/=E37 H6C/<5 at
Harvard University, won the North America
regional award in the 2007 GE & Science
Prize for Young Life Scientists competition for
his essay, “Molecular Accounting of a Cell.”
@716/@2 : 6C5/<7@ , an HHMI investigator at the Johns Hopkins University School
of Medicine, is corecipient of the ﬁrst annual
Julius Axelrod Award from the Society for
Neuroscience. The award is given for
achievements in the ﬁeld of neuroscience
and for mentoring young scientists. Huganir
shares the award with David Julius, University
of California, San Francisco.
3@71@9/<23:, an HHMI investigator at
Columbia University College of Physicians
and Surgeons, received the 2007 Best Book
Award from the National Academy of
Sciences for In Search of Memory: The
Emergence of a New Science of Mind.

/ < /  0 3 : p <  3 :5 =G 6 3 <

66;7W\bS`\ObW]\OZ`SaSO`QVaQV]ZO`/\O
0SZ{\3ZU]gVS\7\abWbcbST]`@SaSO`QV]\
5S\SbWQ 3\UW\SS`W\U O\R ;]ZSQcZO`
0W]Z]Ug 1=<713B W\ 0cS\]a /W`Sa
/`US\bW\Oe]\bVS &:¸=`{OZC<3A1=
µ4]`E][S\W\AQWS\QS¶OeO`RT]`:ObW\
/[S`WQO BVS ^`WhS OeO`RSR O\\cOZZg
`SQ]U\WhSa TWdS ]cbabO\RW\U e][O\
`SaSO`QVS`aSOQV`S^`SaS\bW\U]\S]T¿dS
`SUW]\a W\ bVS e]`ZR´/T`WQO O\R /`OP
AbObSa/aWO3c`]^S:ObW\/[S`WQOO\R
<]`bV/[S`WQOBVSOeO`RaO`SO`SacZb]T
O ^O`b\S`aVW^ PSbeSS\ bVS Q]a[SbWQa
Q][^O\g:¸=`{OZO\RbVSC\WbSR<ObW]\a
3RcQObW]\OZ AQWS\bWTWQ O\R 1cZbc`OZ
=`UO\WhObW]\

ACA/< : :7<2?C7AB ,

an HHMI investigator at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, won the 2008 Genetics
Society of America Medal for her contributions to the ﬁeld of genetics over the last
15 years.

i n v e s t i g a t o r @ C A : / <  ; 
Yale University School of
Medicine, received the 2007 Blavatnik
Award for Young Scientists from the New
York Academy of Sciences. Medzhitov

HHMI

;32H67B=D ,

studies the immune system and how it
detects and becomes activated by infection.
HHMI professor A1=BB/AB@=03:, Yale
University, received the 2008 ScheringPlough Research Institute Award from the
American Society for Biochemistry and
Molecular Biology. The award recognizes
the work of an investigator in the early stage
of a research career. Strobel studies RNA
catalysis, including RNA splicing and
protein synthesis by the ribosome.

A>=B :756B

Elgoyhen: David Rolls Tuschl: Clark Jones / AP, © HHMI

Tuschl Honored with Two Awards

B6=;/ABCA16:

66;7W\dSabWUOb]`BV][OaBcaQVZ]TBVS@]QYSTSZZS`C\WdS`aWbgW\<SeG]`Y`SQSWdSR
bVS % ;Of 2SZP`QY ;SROZ UWdS\ O\\cOZZg Pg bVS ;Of 2SZP`QY 1S\bS` T]`
;]ZSQcZO`;SRWQW\ST]`VWaRSdSZ]^[S\b]T@</W\bS`TS`S\QS@</WObSQV\W_cS
bVObVSZ^aaQWS\bWabaW\dSabWUObSbVSTc\QbW]\]TW\RWdWRcOZUS\SaBcaQVZeOaOZa]
V]\]`SReWbVbVS &3`\ab8c\U>`WhST]`;SRWQW\SO\O\\cOZOeO`RT`][bVS
6O[Pc`UPOaSR8c\U4]c\RObW]\T]`AQWS\QSO\R@SaSO`QVbVOb`SQ]U\WhSaµacQ
QSaaTcZg]c\UbOZS\bW\[SRWQOZ`SaSO`QV¶
/ QVS[Wab eV] O^^ZWSa VWa Y\]eZSRUS b] PW]Z]UWQOZ ^`]PZS[a BcaQVZ¸a e]`Y
S\OPZSR@</W]`WUW\OZZgRSdSZ]^SRW\bVSe]`[1OS\]`VOPRWbWaSZSUO\ab]PScaSR
W\ [O[[OZWO\ QSZZa @</W Wa \]e S[^Z]gSR Pg `SaSO`QVS`a O`]c\R bVS e]`ZR b]
aWZS\QS a^SQW¿Q US\Sa b] PSbbS` c\RS`abO\R bVSW` PW]Z]Ug O\R bVSW` ^]bS\bWOZ T]`
b`SObW\UUS\SbWQRWaSOaSa
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many ways a nurturing environment that breeds loyalty. “People love
to paint our community as if we’re all savages and kids are stealing cars
and getting killed,” says Cauley. “But we grew up in a community
where somebody else’s grandma would come outside and tell you to go
into the house if it was too late. We watched each other’s children.”
McCoy agrees. “I wouldn’t change my background for
anything,” she says. “I’ve gotten so much love and respect from the
people back home.”
Moreover, the 24-year-old has met lots of young people in the
neighborhood who wish to follow in her footsteps. “People come up
to me saying, ‘You know, Britney, I’ve decided I’m going back to
school’ or ‘I’m going to trade school. Can you help me?’”
Both McCoy and Cauley are willing to help, as both plan to
return home and work in the community. Says Cauley, “I couldn’t
see myself anywhere else, and I want to do for others what somebody else did for me. Maybe I’ll even be Tom when I grow up.”
The Next Chapter
The program is poised for big changes with a donation of
$10 million from Boston businessman Daniel Meyers, who
learned about the program from Georgetown president John
DeGioia. The newly renamed Meyers Institute for College
Preparation will accept a new cohort every year for the next 10
years—no more five-year gaps between groups. The first of those
incoming 7th-grade classes enrolled last fall. DeGioia says the

Institute will “allow Georgetown to strengthen [its] commitment
to—and engagement with—the educational success of students in
the District of Columbia.”
That means Brown-McKenzie needs more staff. With more
than 50 new 7th graders each year, she will need an assistant
program manager as well as separate middle and high school coordinators. She is determined to preserve the program’s intimacy by
hiring colleagues who will match her devotion to the kids, and in
that regard she is getting plenty of help. “Parents who’ve been in
our program come and meet every candidate,” she says, “and we
ask some of the alumni to come in too because they have an intuitive sense” of who has what it takes and who does not.
Bullock hopes that alumni will return to sustain the program.
“These young people will lead the change in their community,” he
says. “Some of them have already asked what it would take to start
their own charter school so that such an experience isn’t just for a few
kids at Georgetown on a part-time basis but one that happens Monday
through Friday in a regular school setting. When I hear alumni say
this, I tell them ‘If I die tomorrow, I will be just fine. I’ve achieved
every possible dream I could have because of their success.’”
If the program grows according to plan, coffee shops surrounding
Georgetown and other D.C. universities could be full of the confident voices of students with the same life experiences and drive as
Dominique Cauley, who says she’s learned how to hold her own.
“There are certainly times on this campus where voices like mine
aren’t heard. And if I have to be the one screaming it, I’m okay with
it.” She smiles, “I’m so okay with it.” p
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